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CHAPTER I 
 

 
 

INTRODUCTION  

 
 

War is, according to perhaps the most famous Western military theorist, Carl von 

Clausewitz, “an extreme but natural expression of policy.”1  Clausewitz‟s influence upon 

military theorists, commanders, and armies around the world was and is far-reaching.  

His work is still considered one of the most important analyses of war in existence.  

First, Clausewitz presented a theoretical model--total war--with which historians and 

military leaders could use to analyze real conflicts.  Second, the theorist introduced a list 

of the components necessary to fight a total war successfully--the remarkable trinity.   

Clausewitz did not, however, delve in-depth into a unique aspect of war that some 

argue inherently influences the strategy and military policy of all nations at war--culture.  

In the case of the Pacific War between the United States of America and the Japanese 

Empire culture influenced both sides‟ promulgation of the conflict and, thus, must be 

examined to provide an appropriate context with which to study any particular campaign 

that occurred during it. 

The seeds of the Pacific War began germinating during the Imperialism phase of 

American and European foreign policy.   During the mid to late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, Western powers quickly extended their influence into the Pacific 

area by economic, military, and political means.  As China and other Pacific and Asian 

territories were quickly gobbled up by Great Britain, Germany, France, the United 

States, and others, Japan recognized the danger these nations posed to their own 

                                                   
1
 Peter Paret, “Clausewitz,” in Makers of Modern Strategy from Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age, 

eds. Peter Paret, Gordon A. Craig, and Felix Gilbert (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986), 187.  
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sovereignty.  Consequently, national leaders initiated a difficult transition from feudalism 

to modernity beginning in 1868 with the Meiji Restoration.  By 1905 the Meiji 

Government had westernized economically, politically, and militarily.  Japan‟s meteoric 

rise militarily was made evident to the world with its victory over Russia during the 

Russo-Japanese War 1904-1905.   

Soon after Japanese leaders laid plans for “Asian solidarity, cooperation, and 

resistance to Western imperialism;” what would come to be known as the Greater East 

Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere.2  Japan had proved that it was able to avoid colonization by 

hostile European powers.  Furthermore, it arose as a world power and a major player in 

Asia and the Pacific.  Japan had not only eluded Western domination, but become an 

aggressive imperial power in its own right.      

By the late 1930s the West had extended its possessions in the Pacific to 

include: the Dutch East Indies, a group of islands in the Southwest Pacific 

encompassing Borneo and Java rich in oil, tin, rubber, and other essential war 

materials; bases and territory in Southeast Asia such as French Indochina, Burma, 

Singapore, and Hong Kong; islands in the South Pacific incorporating the Philippine 

Islands, New Zealand, and New Guinea; and finally, the possession of militarily strategic 

islands and island chains throughout the Central Pacific.3  Reciprocally, Japan had 

acquired Manchuria and Mongolia on the Asian mainland under the guise of the puppet 

                                                   
2
 Akira Iriye, Power and Culture: The Japanese-American War, 1941-1945 (Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 1981), 4. 
3
 Saburō Ienaga, The Pacific War, 1931-1945 (New York: Pantheon, 1978), 131-132; Ronald H. 

Spector, Eagle Against the Sun: The American War with Japan (New York: Vintage, 1985), 62. 
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state Manchukuo; Korea in East Asia; the island of Taiwan; as well as bases on Central 

Pacific islands including Saipan and Tinian in the Mariana Island Chain.4   

As both sides accumulated territory it became rapidly clear that it was only a 

matter of time before they came to blows either diplomatically or militarily.  This 

occurred in 1940 and 1941 when Japan‟s trade rights were restricted or cut-off by the 

Netherlands, Great Britain, and the United States.  Consequently, Japan‟s government--

dominated by military elitists expounding anti-Western Imperialism and Pan-Asian 

ideology--recognized that war with the Western powers was only a matter of time.          

Militarily, the United States, before World War II, had never faced such a unique 

and “alien” enemy as the Japanese.  Indeed, “Like Czarist Russia before us [the United 

States] in 1905,” argued American anthropologist Ruth Benedict, “we were fighting a 

nation fully armed and trained which did not belong to the Western cultural tradition.  

Conventions of war which Western nations had come to accept as facts of human 

nature obviously did not exist for the Japanese.”5  True, the Japanese had adopted 

Western doctrine and strategy but they still retained unique cultural characteristics, 

which would influence their conduct in the Pacific War.   

This became evident during the Japanese Pacific-wide offensive in December 

1941 and the months that followed.  Allied troops caught in the path of advancing 

Japanese forces nervously anticipated their capture as Western possessions fell one by 

one.  Some believed the Japanese would treat them humanely.  Brigadier General 

Maxon Lough, when faced with the proposition of surrender to Japanese forces on the 

Philippines, argued that “The Japanese . . . would abide by Geneva and treat their 

                                                   
4
 John Costello, The Pacific War, 1941-1945 (New York: Perennial, 1981), 1. 

5
 Ruth Benedict, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword: Patterns of Japanese Culture (Boston: 

Houghton Mifflin, 1946), 1. 
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prisoners decently.”6  Historian Gerald Linderman argued that American soldiers, 

“accepted the importance of rules [of warfare], both because they had been instructed in 

the Geneva agreements and because they assumed that rules maximized their own 

chances of survival.”7  Moreover, Japan‟s military “historical record was reassuring.”8   

The Japanese adhered to Western codes of conduct in warfare during the 

Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905, and World War I.9  “Toward war‟s end,” argued 

Linderman, “an authority on international law wrote that he could not refrain „from paying 

a tribute to Japan for the way in which she has observed the rules of International Law 

in her present conflict‟ and for „her chivalrous treatment of her wounded and prisoner 

enemies.‟”10  In 1929 rules of warfare were, again, codified during the third Geneva 

Convention, which was the first of the series to consider the treatment of POWs.11  The 

rules were adopted by most major Western Powers and included Japan as well.      

Thus, following the United States‟ declaration of war against Japan 1941, 

Americans‟ anticipation that “Japanese incarceration, while promising no ease, would 

offer a basic consideration,” was not unreasonable.12  Such reassurances, however, 

                                                   
6
 Benedict, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, 146; “Decent treatment” is, obviously, a 

subjective term.  Historian Gerald F. Linderman, however, presented summary of rules regulating 
treatment of POWs outlined by the Geneva Convention and Hague Conferences, and adopted in War 
Department FM 27-10: Rules of Land Warfare, which was the code in force during World War II.  He 
commented, “It [The Geneva Convention] required that belligerents furnish full information about 
prisoners taken, provide housing in sanitary quarters, and offer sufficient wholesome food and adequate 
medical attention.  Prisoners of war were not to be compelled to do work that was excessive, dangerous, 
or of a military character; for their legitimate labor they were to be paid on a scale varying with rank.  They 
were also to be allowed to send letters and to receive letters and parcels.”  See Gerald F. Linderman, The 
World Within War: America’s Combat Experience in World War II (New York: The Free Press, 1997), 108.      

7
 Ibid., 143. 

8
 Ibid., 144. 

9
 Most of these codes were established during the Hague Convention of 1899 and after the war in 

the Hague Convention of 1907.   
10

 Linderman, The World Within War, 144. 
11

 These were summarized in footnote six.  The first two Geneva Conventions in 1864 and 1906 
addressed, specifically, the treatment of wounded and protection of medical personnel during combat.  
See Linderman, The World Within War, 103.    

12
 Ibid., 144. 
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proved optimistic as soldiers, sailors, marines, airmen, and civilians fell into the hands of 

Japanese soldiers.  The American public gradually received news of atrocities 

committed by Japanese troops against POWs (prisoners of war) as well as American 

and Filipino civilians.  Over time accounts of the Bataan Death March, the execution of 

survivors of the Wake Island garrison, and other incidents shocked Americans.  

Moreover, these incidents revealed that the war against Japan would, fundamentally, be 

different from any other conflict the US had taken part in prior.   

Americans were familiar with Japanese atrocities committed against the Chinese 

during the invasion of Manchuria in 1937.  Principally, the American public had been 

enraged by the infamous incident known as the Rape of Nanking in which hundreds of 

thousands of Chinese civilians were raped, tortured, and executed by Japanese 

soldiers.13  US citizens were stunned by such occurrences, but most did not believe that 

the Japanese would dare commit such acts against Americans, Europeans, or their 

Pacific native allies.  Historically persistent anti-Asian racism, however, in tandem with 

the conquest of Allied holdings in 1941 and 1942, succeeding reports of Japanese 

atrocities against survivors, as well as the “stab in the back” at Pearl Harbor, was 

enough to ignite the flame of hate against the Japanese people.14  Subsequently, the 

flame would turn into a raging inferno.  

The US counter-offensive in the Southwestern and Central Pacific, beginning at 

Guadalcanal in July 1942, contributed to the belief held by many Americans that the 

Japanese were a sadistic and unfathomable race.  Not only did they continue to commit 

                                                   
13

 Iris Chang, The Rape of Nanking: The Forgotten Holocaust of World War II (New York: Basic, 
1997), 102-104. 

14 
John A. Lynn, Battle: A History of Combat and Culture (Boulder, CO: Westview, 2003), 242.
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atrocities against unarmed civilians and POWs, but they also used Americans‟ 

traditional expectations--based on Western rules of warfare--of surrender against them.      

Marines and soldiers who met the enemy discovered that, as a rule, the 

Japanese did not surrender.  When faced with a hopeless tactical situation, Japanese 

soldiers often fought to the last man, or resorted to deception in order to kill as many 

Americans as possible before meeting their own demise.  Japanese soldiers‟ violations 

of Western battle ethics, from an American perspective, were wide-ranging.  Frequently, 

they hid grenades on their person only to activate them when a group of Americans 

attempted to take them into custody.  Another common occurrence was the practice of 

strapping a machine gun to the back of a comrade who was in a group of potential 

prisoners.  When US troops approached the group, the individual with the machine gun 

fell to the ground and a companion used the gun against them thereby catching them 

unaware.15  In one instance, “a wounded Japanese soldier at Guadalcanal [seized] a 

scalpel and [buried] it in the back of a surgeon who was about to save his life by an 

operation.”16 

In 1943 American perceptions of Japanese barbarism were confirmed with the 

introduction of gyokusai.  On Attu in the Aleutian Islands, “twenty-five hundred 

Japanese soldiers fought to virtually the last man against an American force that 

outnumbered them five to one.”17  Gyokusai, a Japanese word “composed of two 

ideographs that literally meant „jewel smashed,‟”18 was a symbolic term that, to the 

                                                   
15

 Linderman, The World Within War, 152. 
16

 Lynn, Battle, 244.  
17

 John W. Dower, War Without Mercy: Race and Power in the Pacific War (New York: Pantheon, 
1986), 231. 

18
 Ibid. 
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Japanese people, meant “choosing to die heroically in battle rather than surrender, or, 

more simply, choosing death over dishonor.”19   

As success accumulated for Allied forces and drew them closer to the Japanese 

Home Islands, instances of gyokusai increased substantially.  There were primarily two 

forms observed by Allied forces--banzai and kamikaze.  Banzai attacks occurred in 

situations that placed Japanese forces in hopeless tactical situations such as Saipan in 

1944 and Okinawa in 1945.20  In one final suicidal charge Japanese soldiers engaged in 

a frontal assault against opposing forces with whatever weapons were left to them.  This 

tactic almost always resulted in the decimation of the attacking force.21   

The other main form of gyokusai was kamikaze--a Japanese word meaning 

“divine wind.”  The term was born when a typhoon destroyed a Mongolian fleet posed to 

invade Japan in the thirteenth century.22  The Japanese believed that a “divine wind,” 

(kamikaze) had saved them from the Mongols, and posited that their suicide pilots 

would perform in a similar manner against the American Navy.  In the summer of 1944 

kamikaze became the trademark for the Japanese Navy‟s new suicide air force.23  

Subsequently, the Japanese Army adopted the use of kamikaze units and the navy 

extended the program to include suicide mini-submarines named raiden, as well as 

suicide motorboats.24   Both banzai and kamikaze epitomized the meaning of gyokusai 

but failed in their practical goal--to halt or destroy the advancing Allied forces.  It did 

                                                   
19

 Dower, War Without Mercy, 232. 
20

 Craig Cameron, American Samurai: Myth, Imagination, and the Conduct of Battle in the First 
Marine Division, 1941-1951 (Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 167-168. 

21
 Linderman, The World Within War, 164. 

22
 J. E. Thomas, Modern Japan: A Social History since 1868 (New York: Longman, 1996), 244. 

23
 Ibid., 244. 

24
 Masaaki Kato, “Self-Destruction in Japan: A Cross-cultural Epidemiological Analysis of 

Suicide,” in Japanese Culture and Behavior: Selected Readings eds. Takie Sugiyama Lebra and William 
P. Lebra, (Honolulu: The University of Hawaii Press, 1974), 360. The Japanese navy‟s use of raiden was 
on a much smaller scale than use of kamikaze units or the practice of banzai charges. 
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have an ideological effect however.   Such tactics left Americans thunderstruck and 

firmly entrenched the idea that the Japanese people were self-destructive, superstitious, 

fanatical emperor-worshippers.25             

The problem of the nature of the Pacific War, specifically the role of racial and 

cultural influence on the American and Japanese conduct of war, is a topic of debate 

among historians, anthropologists, and sociologists; however, it was not considered in 

depth by historians until the 1980s.  When one examines American military history the 

question of a clash of cultures, in general, did not play a determining factor in the way in 

which the nation fought.  In the American Revolution, Mexican-American War, Spanish-

American War, and World War I both United States military forces and their opponents 

maintained extensive cultural ties to Western tradition.  Thus, their armed forces 

observed certain rules of warfare that were common to all involved.  Though these rules 

were not followed prescriptively, the loser was held accountable to some degree.   

Codified rules of warfare set forth by Western nations, most notably in the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, were based upon unwritten rules of conduct 

accumulated throughout the course of Western history as the nature of war changed.  

During the Industrial Age in particular, as the destructive ability of war increased, 

international conferences between European powers began to take place on a more 

regular basis in order to attempt to limit the damage that war could do, and on a 

practical level, to keep warfare restrained concerning POWs, civilians, and destruction 

of private property.26   

                                                   
25

 Victor David Hanson, Ripples of Battle: How Wars of the Past Still Determine How We Fight, 
How We Live, and How We Think (New York: Doubleday, 2003), 44.  

26
 Martin van Creveld, “The Clausewitzian Universe and the Law of War,” Journal of 

Contemporary History 26, no. 3/4 (Sep. 1991): 403-429. Historian Martin van Creveld‟s propensity for 
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By 1939, argued historian Adam Roberts, rules governing “treatment of prisoners 

[and civilians], protection of hospitals . . . [and the] conduct of armies in occupied 

territories” had been established through the Geneva conventions and Hague 

conferences.27  The destruction and despair caused by World War I, as well as 

technological advances made in the twentieth century, drove world leaders to further 

codify rules that had obviously failed to regulate the destructive consequences of 

modern war.28  Accordingly, most Western nations hoped that such rules and the jus 

tradition--certain unwritten rules of warfare based on moral philosophy, divine law, and 

classical antiquity, drawn heavily from Christian principles and Greco-Roman 

precedents--would somehow regulate the calamitous propensity of war, which had 

grown exponentially during the interwar period.29 

Japan, however, was different.  Though they had “modernized” their government, 

economy, and military, culturally and socially their society was still rooted upon a filial 

feudalistic tradition in which individualism was subdued in favor of service and self-

sacrifice to the family and state.30  Such a belief structure, consequently, did not 

consider the fate of individuals as long as the honor of one‟s family and obligation to 

one‟s state were not compromised.  This foundation allowed the gradual militarization of 

                                                                                                                                                                    
disagreement with Clausewitz‟s theories is well known. The author of this work does not agree with 
Creveld‟s assessment of Clausewitz‟s theories, but this particular article is an excellent review of the 
history of the rules of warfare in Western history. Consequently, it is of importance to this work. 

27
 Adam Roberts, “Against War,” in The Oxford History of Modern War ed. Charles Townshend, 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 320. 
28

 Roberts, “Against War,” 320-321. 
29

 Ibid., 319.  
30

 William Caudill and Harry A. Scarr, “Japanese Value Orientations and Culture Change,” in 
Japanese Culture and Behavior: Selected Readings eds. Takie Sugiyama Lebra and William P. Lebra, 
(Honolulu: The University of Hawaii Press, 1974), 38; Hiroshi Minami, Psychology of the Japanese 
People, trans. Albert R. Ikoma (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1971), 11. 
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the Japanese state beginning in the Meiji Period (1868-1912), and continuing through 

the Taisho (1912-1926), and early Showa (1926-1989) Periods.31   

On the surface, the gradual domination of the military elite over the civilian 

government seemed to fall in line with other fascist movements worldwide.  Steadily, the 

government initiated a curriculum of propaganda, based upon Japan‟s feudalistic past, 

which assimilated the its people through the school system as well as the military-

controlled government and industry under the guise of Imperial mandates, as well as 

other tactics that bypassed constitutionally based civilian control of the government.32   

Propaganda campaigns ingrained “antidemocratic, statist values” with “an 

emperor-centered absolutist constitution . . . imposed from above.”33  Japanese fascism 

followed a unique path compared to European fascist states, however, because it “was 

imposed from above by the military and bureaucrats, aided by their junior partners, the 

civilian rightists (whose money came from secret army funds and similar covert 

sources).”34  The fusion of emperor-worship, traditional feudalistic values, and Japanese 

religion coupled with the assimilation of Western technology and a modern military 

hierarchy yielded a product unlike Adolf Hitler‟s Nazi Germany or Benito Mussolini‟s 

Italy in the 1930s.35  Both Hitler and Mussolini assumed power through movements that 

began among the masses.36            

                                                   
31

 Eiichiro Ishida, Japanese Culture: A Study of Origins and Characteristics, trans. Teruko Kachi 
(Honolulu: The University of Hawaii, 1974), 142. 

32
 Ienaga, The Pacific War, 42-43. 

33
 Ibid., 21.  Ienaga uses the term “statist” here to emphasize the government‟s attempt to infuse 

the ideals of a highly centralized government in control of all aspects of society, in the case of Japan 
dominated by the army and navy, into the Japanese general public.   

34
 Ibid., 112. 

35
 Ishida, Japanese Culture, 142. 

36
 Ibid. 
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Japanese social and cultural integrity despite westernization, thus, played a 

direct role in the nation‟s conduct in the Pacific War, which forced the United States to 

adopt non-traditional tactics in response.  Hence, the nature of the Pacific War was an 

anomaly in US history previous to 1941and led to debate among scholars: Did 

American and Japanese soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines hate each other to such 

a great extent that they acted upon it in combat?  Is one side more responsible than the 

other for war conditions?  Was hate the key factor that drove the United States strategy 

and military policies in the war against Japan?   Was the Pacific War a war of 

extermination?     

Traditionally, military historians have discouraged or dismissed studies that rely 

heavily on resources from other academic fields--i. e. sociology, psychology, and 

anthropology.  There is no easy formula for the study of a cultural problem in a military 

history project, and scholars rarely come to a consensus on such topics.  Historian John 

Shy remarked:  

An obvious point is that all war, including modern Western war, is an expression 

of culture . . . Culturally conditioned, we accept the normality of war, but find 
some aspects of some wars hard to understand.  These hard-to-understand 
aspects of particular wars do not fit our culturally conditioned expectation that 

war should conform to the rational model that centuries of thinking and writing, 
from Machiavelli through Clausewitz to Henry Kissinger, have implanted in our 
minds.  It is when we stumble upon what appear to be lapses from this rational 

model of war, of behavior that seems to contradict the avowed aim, or that defies 
the expectations of contemporaries as well as historians, or that for whatever 
reason strikes us as crazy or awful, too extreme to be treated as simply a normal 

human lapse from rational action, in a word when we see something that is hard 
to explain, that we may turn to help to other approaches that take us beyond our 
predisposition to see war as an instrumental activity.37 

 

                                                   
37

 John Shy, “The Cultural Approach to the History of War,” Journal of Military History 57, no. 5 
(October 1993): 24-25. 
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The customary historical explanation of the Pacific War was that of good versus 

evil.  The Japanese, a strange, sadistic, inhuman race, their genocidal allies the Nazis 

and power-hungry Benito Mussolini sought to rule the world; however, the United States 

of America, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union came together and saved humanity from 

a terrible fate.   

A new school of historians emerged in the 1980s in order to revise this traditional 

interpretation of the Pacific War.  John W. Dower was one of the first.  The author relied 

heavily on cultural sources--i. e. newspapers, magazines, and cartoons--to explore the 

role of racism in the war.  Dower‟s controversial work, War Without Mercy: Race & 

Power in the Pacific War, hit bookshelves in 1986.  He argued that:    

Prejudice and racial stereotypes frequently distorted both Japanese and Allied 
evaluations of the enemy‟s intentions and capabilities.  Race hate fed atrocities, 
and atrocities in turn fanned the fires of race hate.  The dehumanization of the 

Other contributed immeasurably to the psychological distancing that facilitates 
killing, not only on the battlefield but also in the plans adopted by strategists far 
removed from the actual scene of combat. . . . In countless ways, war words and 

race words came together in a manner which did not just reflect the savagery of 
the war, but contributed to it by reinforcing the impression of truly Manichaean 
struggle between completely incompatible antagonists.  The natural response to 

such a vision was an obsession with extermination on both sides--a war without 
mercy.38 

 

Dower‟s study is divided into seven chapters--“Enemies,” “The War in Western 

Eyes,” “The War in Japanese Eyes,” “The Demonic Other,” “‟Global Policy with the 

Yamato Race as Nucleus,‟” and “From War to Peace.”  Through each chapter Dower 

navigates perceptions of the “self” and the “other” as experienced by the Allies and 

Japanese.  The author concludes that Americans and Japanese viewed themselves as 

radically different from their enemy, but they “were similarly ethnocentric, racist, and 

                                                   
38

 Shy, “The Cultural Approach to the History of War,” 24-25. 
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supremacist--in other words . . . they shared many ideas [which] may have been 

instrumental in effecting an amazingly rapid postwar reconciliation.”39   

The author argued that Europe‟s and America‟s imperialistic past painted the 

Japanese and Asians in general as the “Yellow Peril.”40  Traditionally in American 

history, especially with the push westward in the nineteenth century, Asian immigrants 

were looked down upon as members of a subhuman race.  Regularly used for cheap 

labor on the railroads and for other menial tasks, Ronald Takaki argued that “coolies” 

(Chinese immigrants) would often work harder and for less pay than labor groups.41  

Furthermore, the United States involvement in China at the turn of the twentieth century 

convinced many Americans that Asians were “apes, lesser men, primitives . . . [and] 

children.”42  Views of Asians at home in tandem with Western views of China (derived 

from western domination of the country at the beginning of the twentieth century) easily 

transferred and mutated to a more virulent form concerning the Japanese enemy in the 

Pacific War. 

Reciprocally, Dower asserted, the Japanese saw Americans and Europeans as 

“demons” or “devils” against whom they were conducting a “holy war.”  This was a war 

in which Allied troops  

Destroy[ed] "the divine state of Japan" simply to gratify their insatiable carnal 

desires. . . . They killed deformed babies by drowning them . . . practiced 
infanticide by bashing their baby‟s head against a wall.  American soldiers killed 
Japanese prisoners of war . . . drove tanks over wounded Japanese, wrapped 

malaria-wracked prisoners in barbed wire and tossed them into rivers to drown.43 
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This equally racist outlook was an extension of the Japanese view of themselves as the 

purest race on earth.  They maintained a concentric racial world view with Japan at the 

epicenter because “the „Yamato race‟ was unique among the races and cultures of the 

world . . . [which] made them superior.”44  Following a war of conquest the Japanese 

people would place each race and nation in their “proper place.”  Japan and the United 

States, consequently, said Dower, matched their racist, supremacist values with modern 

war yielding a long list of atrocities committed by both sides, which reached its zenith 

with American incendiary raids against the Japanese Home Islands and the deployment 

of the atomic bomb against Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

Dower‟s work created a firestorm of controversy.  In general, scholars either 

loved the book or hated it.  Robert A. Rosenstone exposed the primary flaw in War 

Without Mercy.  He argued that “Dower may convincingly portray the existence of 

widespread racism in both the West and Japan, but he cannot connect individual racist 

images precisely to deeds, or specific attitudes directly to atrocities.”45  Historian Craig 

Cameron believed that Dower‟s postulation was correct but underlined Rosenstone‟s 

critique:  “The scope of Dower‟s study does not include linking clearly the images he 

discusses, which were intended primarily for the consumption of civilians and raw 

recruits, to military doctrine and day-to-day behavior on the battlefield.”46   

What was born as a result was the author‟s magnum opus, American Samurai: 

Myth, Imagination, and the Conduct of Battle in the First Marine Division, 1941-1951, 

published in 1994.  In this work Cameron applied Dower‟s thesis to the conduct of a 

specific American unit--the First Marine Division.  His argument was based primarily on 
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evidence taken from a study of the Marine Corps‟s and First Division‟s “military doctrine 

and day-to-day behavior on the battlefield.”47  American Samurai is not, however, a 

traditional operations or unit history.  His specific purpose was to explore “how myth and 

imagination exercised a formative influence on military operations within a specific study 

group: men who fought in the First Marine Division between 1941 and 1951.”48 

Cameron argued that American propaganda in conjunction with training and 

indoctrination caused Marines to form racist, preconceived notions of the enemy “other” 

that governed their conduct in battle.  Furthermore, “preparation, whether by a staff 

planner or a common soldier begins with imagination--with the construction of 

expectations for what lies ahead.  By projecting their assumptions onto people, events, 

and situations, combatants actively shape the landscape in which they must kill and 

destroy.”49   

The author presented three categories of imaginary constructions that “directly 

fostered the escalation of barbarism”50 in the Pacific War:  

First, images of the other objectified and dehumanized the enemy.  Second, 

images of the self defined their own particularistic code of behavior and militarily 
rationality that affected directly the planning and conduct of operations.  And 
third, by late in the war, the Marines had harnessed technology to empower their 

indoctrination.51 
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Following the third construct Marines gained “the means to achieve the annihilation of a 

putatively subhuman enemy,” the Japanese.52  Thus, Marines became mindless pawns 

indoctrinated by the government and their environment in an inevitable crusade of 

annihilation against the Japanese. 

 Dower and Cameron offered studies that challenged the traditionally positive 

view of the Allies‟ conduct in World War II.  Both authors, particularly Dower, offered 

substantial evidence that racism played an important role in the Pacific War; this 

argument is particularly persuasive given America‟s past penchant for racism.  

Moreover, there is substantial evidence that racism remained an important factor that 

affected the beliefs and opinions of American society during World War II, a key point 

highlighted by historian Ronald Takaki in his study Double Victory: A Multicultural 

History of America in World War II.  Takaki argued that, “The [United States] fervent 

defense of freedom was accompanied by a hypocritical disregard for our nation‟s 

declaration that „all men are created equal.‟”53  Indeed, while the US government 

criticized the racist ideology of Nazi Germany, in America, “defense jobs were not open 

to all regardless of race.  The race war against Nazi Germany was fought with a jim 

crow army.”54  In addition, 120,000 Japanese Americans were interned under Executive 

Order 9066 and “Jewish refugees fleeing Nazi terror”55 were turned away by American 

authorities.   

In summation, Dower, Cameron, and Takaki argued that “Unlike the fighting in 

Europe, the armed conflict in the Pacific was a race war, powered by mutual hatreds 
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and stereotyping.”56  Such a statement ignores the work of historians such as Gerhard 

Weinberg and Omar Bartov who argued persuasively that the war on the Eastern Front 

was also driven by race hates and was certainly as brutal if not more so.  Both authors, 

along with others, made clearer connections between thought and deed based upon 

more convincing evidence than did the Dower School concerning the Pacific War.  

However, the Dower School still highlighted the unique nature of racism in the Pacific 

War.57   

The role of race in World War II, in general, is an intriguing topic and has found a 

wide scholarship as historians and others revise America‟s past following the end of the 

Cold War.  Now, criticism of the actions of the United States at war is more readily 

offered and accepted.  Americans were undoubtedly racist in their view of the Japanese 

in World War II.  The most important question, then, essentially, did the American 

military and government allow racist rhetoric to shape their strategy and conduct in the 

Pacific War?  The answer to this question offered by the Dower School is not 

satisfactorily supported by the evidence presented by them thus far. The object of this 

work is to examine these questions in context of arguments presented by the Dower 

School.  I explore the conduct of the Second Marine Division during the Saipan 

campaign, specifically, as a test case to this end. 

First, it is important to note that technology played a major role on the battlefields 

of the Pacific.  Technological and tactical developments had a profound impact on the 

modern war-making capabilities of nations beginning during the interwar period.  
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Progress in artillery, aviation, and mechanized warfare were especially devastating to 

battlefields and anyone unlucky enough to be caught between belligerents.  As noted 

above, the Dower School highlights some of these developments; however, my 

argument falls in line with Linderman and Shy, briefly, that such progress was not a 

race-based initiative but a function of worldwide progress and the fundamental shift from 

conventional warfare to total warfare.  "This was the kind of war widely expected in the 

1930s," argued Richard Overy, "After the experience of the Great War of 1914-18 it was 

generally assumed that in an age of mass politics and mass production war was waged 

between whole populations, soldier and civilian alike."58         

  There are several major flaws with the Dower School‟s main thesis.  To begin 

with, the author's work was influenced by his pro-Japanese view.  Dower married 

Yasuko Kurachi, a Japanese woman, on March 3, 1963.59  Given this background and 

the time he spent in Japan, Dower‟s analysis of American actions in the Pacific War was 

naturally affected.  His work, itself, suffers from three deficiencies: (1) Dower‟s failure to 

consult “formal documents and battle reports;” and (2) A lack of evidence to support his 

argument that exterminationist warfare drove or guided the Pacific War; and (3) His 

failure to study the war in Europe.60  The author retained a narrow view in relation to his 

research, which is steeped in cultural sources.  His purpose dictated that the author 

consult these sources, and it is both a strength and weakness of the work; however, any 

scholar who engages cultural sources in a military topic walks a knife‟s edge.  Some of 

these dangers were cogently identified by historian John Shy:       
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The risk [in using the cultural approach] is in discarding too quickly the rational 
model, a powerful instrument not only for analysis but for communicating with 

one another about what we have discovered, and a risk in deciding too quickly 
that some aspect of war, or an particular war, is so strange that it requires a 
suprarational, or cultural, level of explanation. . . . But the danger . . . lies in 

sharply posing questions about wartime peculiarity prematurely and too sharply, 
and then attacking those questions in ways that lead the inquiry to answers that 
reduce explanation to some aspect of culture.61 

 
Dower falls into this trap.  His argument relied almost completely on cultural sources, 

which led him to the conclusion that culture influenced both sides‟ military in planning 

and policy and, in turn, resulted in the savagery experienced in the Pacific War.   

Thus, Dower‟s thesis required the reader to make a “leap of faith;” he was unable 

to connect ideology with American planning on the strategic and tactical level or the 

combat experience of troops in the Pacific War in a convincing manner.  This was 

exactly the error that Cameron attempted to address in his work.  Indeed, “Although 

Dower asserts the connection between wartime racist culture and military behavior,” 

argues Shy, “the actual links between thought and action are more often assumed in his 

book than explored.”62 

Rhetoric and inflammatory comments made by individuals thousands of miles 

away from the battlefield do not provide conclusive evidence that American soldiers, 

sailors, Marines, and airmen were engaged in an exterminationist war against their 

Japanese enemies.  Indeed, “A civilian far removed from the battle area is nearly certain 

to be more bloodthirsty than the front-line soldier.”63  “Stories of common servicemen 

and people back on the home front” represented, in the words of historian John A. Lynn, 
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“the „experience of war.‟”64  But, the “experience of war” is not the same as the conduct 

of war.  Lynn continued: 

American racism cannot supply the fundamental answers to certain key 

questions, although race hatred may be involved tangentially.  Why did the war 
break out in the first place?  What strategies guided American forces to victory?  
How did Americans form and apply combat doctrine?  Such matters belong much 

more to the causes and conduct of war than to the experience of war, and racial 
hatred was not the decisive element.65 

   

It is problematic to use the “experience of war” as evidence because, for example, for 

every case of an atrocity perpetrated by American fighting men it is possible to procure, 

likewise, an account in which soldiers or Marines “went out of their way to help 

Japanese.”66  The fundamental problem here is that one cannot quantify the 

“experience of war.”    

Other evidence used to bolster Dower‟s argument is highly debatable--primarily a 

result of the author‟s failure to consult traditional sources.  The most problematic of 

Dower‟s concerns are three interwoven issues that were the result of “a revolution [that 

was] taking place in military technology and strategy,” which Dower argued fueled 

“exterminationist policies:” (1) Incendiary bombing raids against the Japanese Home 

Islands; (2) tactics and technology that were used to neutralized entrenched Japanese 

forces; and (3) The deployment of the atomic bomb against Hiroshima and Nagasaki.67         

American Samurai suffered from similar flaws found in Dower‟s work.  Like 

Dower, Cameron relied too heavily on psychological and cultural sources, which cause 

him to come to dubious conclusions.  For example, the author argued that Marines 

retained “no shared spirit of the front soldier that could occasionally transcend the lines 
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of battle.  The race line proved impermeable, and under the burdens of personal 

problems and struggle for survival, thoughts of a common humanity never percolated to 

the surface.”68  Once again, it is possible to procure instances in which this was not the 

case, and “thoughts of a common humanity” were instrumental in effecting surrender of 

Japanese troops.   

Cameron‟s errors were consonant with Dower‟s.  The author concentrated on 

atrocities that occurred on the periphery of combat while omitting cases in which 

Marines acted humanely towards their Japanese enemy.  For example, Gerald 

Linderman highlighted the humane conduct of Marine platoon leader, Paul Moore, Jr.  

Moore‟s initial combat experience on Guadalcanal presented him with “this dead 

Japanese soldier.  It was the first dead soldier that I had ever seen.  That was a pretty 

traumatic experience.  He looked to be about fifteen years old, like a nice little kid, and 

to see him dead was pretty bad.”‟69 

In addition, examples offered by the Dower School failed to satisfy criteria 

established by Omar Bartov; specifically, protocols that dictate whether atrocities were a 

common, daily practice.  The most important factor missing from combat in the Pacific 

War, as outlined by Bartov, was the relatively short duration of campaigns--especially in 

the Central Pacific.  Troops had to be subjected to certain “dehumanizing” factors, 

argued Bartov, that fatigued the psyche enough to result in daily atrocities; for example, 

psychological and material attrition, as well the destruction of “primary groups.”  

European campaigns were ordinarily characterized by continual protracted fighting on a 

land mass, with little to no rest in rear areas for the troops involved.  Most Pacific 
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campaigns, however, occurred in a matter of weeks or days with long periods of rest, 

refitting, and training for combat units.  Consequently, Marines were forced to endure 

relative quick and intense periods of combat that certainly had a psychological effect, 

but not the prolonged psychological effect that characterized Bartov‟s model.          

Another flaw was Cameron‟s argument in chapter two “Creating Marines--and a 

Masculine Ideal;” briefly, that the feminization of the battlefield coupled with the 

categorization of female into the realm of “Other” had a profound psychological effect on 

Marines.  He contended that, “„Mother‟ Nature was the source of corruption and decay, 

and „her minions‟--arguably males „penetrating‟ the object . . . reinforced polarized 

gender identities.”70  Identities, Cameron argued, implanted into the minds of Marine 

recruits during boot camp as they learned that the Marine Corps was an elite 

organization, which “generated highly polarized boundaries that reduced any „outsiders‟-

-broadly defined--into potential objects for overthrow.”71  Once again, Cameron‟s 

arguments rely almost exclusively upon theory so that battlefield conduct becomes 

illuminated via a cultural or psychological model. 

 Cameron‟s contentions in this chapter represent an example of the greatest flaw 

present in his work.  The author presented cultural and psychological theories and 

weaves them together throughout American Samurai, but underplays how actual 

battlefield experience affected preconceived notions of the enemy, or whether they had 

an effect at all in the midst of combat. “Race hatred undeniably produced atrocities, but 

it should be noted that these occurred on the peripheries of combat,” wrote John Lynn 

“Actual combat is almost always distinct from the dark realm of atrocity.  In battle, armed 
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opponents face each other . . . [it is] kill or be killed.  Atrocity is the province of the 

strong against the defenseless, of the armed against the unarmed.”72   

Finally, like Dower, Cameron argued that American tactics and campaigns, such 

as the use of incendiary bombing raids, flame throwers, etc., against the Japanese 

Home Islands and Japanese military forces were based on racially motivated and 

“revenge-minded” decisions by key American leaders.73  Though retribution was on the 

mind of many Americans in the end rhetoric was not a decisive factor. 

Indeed, American Samurai represents a “suggestion” of why the war in the 

Pacific was so savage, more specifically, how U.S. Marines became a savage, elite 

group of “American Samurai.”  The author himself recognized the lack of conclusive 

evidence proffered on the subject in the introduction.  

Given the scope and elusive nature of the problem [racist imagery and myth], 

there can be no definitive comprehensive solutions; instead, clues to what ideas 
lay behind various policies and actions are often hidden . . . Language . . . was a 
powerful tool for generating and reshaping images.  Moreover, such images 

could directly alter perceptions and behavior. . . . Imaginary constructs were key 
throughout the Pacific War: in precipitating it, in shaping the way it was fought on 
the battlefield, and in restoring a new equilibrium once peace returned.74  

   
The flaws present in Double Victory fall in line with those found in Cameron and 

Dower‟s work.  Specifically, three chapters apply to the subject of this study--Chapter 

Two, “A Declaration of War: „Double Victory;‟” Chapter Six, “Diversity and Its 
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Discontents: Who Is an American?;” and Chapter Seven, “Remembering Pearl Harbor: 

From Internment to Hiroshima.”  Historian Ronald Takaki argued that, “the sudden 

devastation of the Pacific fleet and the immense loss of life set in motion a racialized 

rage that would lead to the mass internment of Japanese American and later the atomic 

bombing of Hiroshima.”75  The author considered racism coupled with the “revenge 

factor” as the United States Government‟s underlying motivation to intern thousands of 

Japanese Americans and, more significantly, drop the atomic bomb on Japan in August 

1945.  Indeed, later in the book, the author stated outright that “prejudice was present in 

the making of Truman‟s decision to drop the atomic bomb on Hiroshima.”76 

Before outlining the specific subject matter of this study, it is important to 

comment briefly on the incendiary raid and nuclear bomb debates.  As stated, both 

remain highly controversial topics in the history of the Pacific War.  Accordingly, a 

detailed discussion of the historiography of each topic is beyond the scope of this work; 

however, a brief note should be offered.  I do not intend to place a moral judgment upon 

either issue, but rather to demonstrate that neither the deployment of the atomic bomb 

or incendiary raids against Japan can be offered as conclusive evidence that racism 

was the primary fuel that drove American strategy and conduct. 

The Dower School contends that American military leaders‟ purpose and 

justification for the use of incendiary bombs was revenge--“Japan had merely reaped 
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what it sowed.”77  Proponents of the effectiveness of the incendiary bombing campaign 

argue, instead, that its destructive nature was necessary.78  First, asserted historian 

Conrad C. Crane, the situation that faced Army Air Force (AAF) leaders in the Pacific 

was unlike that in Europe.  The questionable “decisive” effect of precision-bombing 

doctrine that drove America‟s strategic bombing campaign against Germany prompted 

General Henry “Hap” Arnold, commander of the United States Army Air Forces, and 

other AAF leaders to push for tactics that would prove that the Air Force could be a 

decisive tool in war, thereby justifying the Air Force‟s existence as an independent entity 

within the US military.79  Directly related to this problem was Arnold‟s push for a 

Todestoss (deathblow) against Germany at the end of the war in Europe, which had 

been unsuccessful.  The idea of a Todestoss “had important repercussions in the 

Pacific;” however “The momentum for such an operation continued, and advocates for 

an independent air force saw their last chance to prove its value against Japan,” in 

which the AAF “had the opportunity to bring about enemy surrender there almost 

completely on its own.”80       

Several practical flaws threatened the success of such an operation.  When the 

Pacific Strategic Bombing Campaign began, though Arnold and others were willing to 

allow Pacific commanders to experiment with area-bombing, precision-bombing doctrine 

remained the tactic endorsed by the majority of AAF leaders and American air theorists.  

The precision-bombing campaign against Japanese targets began with the deployment 
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of XX Bomber Command B-29‟s out of bases in India and China.  This force was led by 

General Curtis E. LeMay from August 1944 to January 1945.  The XXI Bomber 

Command, based in the Marianas, was put under the guidance of General Haywood 

Hansell by General Arnold following the islands‟ seizure by Marines in July and August 

of 1944.81   

Initially, neither campaign met with much success due to many factors.82  To 

begin with, the distance of American air bases from targets in Japan, weather 

difficulties, flaws present in B-29 Very Heavy Bomber design, and crews that had 

received little training due to a shortage of available aircraft presented significant 

obstacles to Pacific commanders.83  In addition, argued Crane, precision-bombing 

practices against industrial and military targets in Europe, which had proven somewhat 

successful, failed utterly when employed by Hansell‟s XXI Bomber Command against 

Japanese targets in 1944.84   

Japanese industry was inherently different from Germany‟s.  Crane stated, 

“precision attacks had little effect on Japanese industry because of the dispersion of 

cottage industries as well as the woeful inaccuracy of high-explosive bombs dropped 

from high altitude.”85  Consequently, Arnold replaced Hansell with General LeMay and 

incorporated his XX Bomber Command into the XXI Bomber Command in January 
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1945.86  The failure of precision-bombing, because of the overestimation of the 

accuracy of the Norden bombsight in conjunction with established bombing doctrine, 

dictated a change in tactics in order to affect results based on strategic goals.  In the 

case of Japan, this was the destruction of their industrial infrastructure--their ability to 

make war--forcing them to surrender.87         

LeMay‟s first incendiary bombing raid against a Japanese city took place on 

March 9, 1945, when B-29s were deployed against industrial targets and railroad yards 

in Tokyo.  Incendiary attacks were generally avoided by General Carl Spaatz, 

commander of Army Air Forces in Europe, a die-hard proponent of precision-bombing.  

In addition, unlike Spaatz, LeMay was not hampered by territorial relationships with 

other commanders that could potentially divert his resources.  Of all AAF commanders 

in World War II, LeMay had perhaps the most freedom with which to conduct his 

bombing campaign, with the promise of positive results.88  “Our whole goal was to try to 

end the war before the invasion,” commented LeMay, “We were not going to be able to 

do it . . . given the weather and the problem of high-altitude visual bombing. . . . So we 

had to do something radical.”89   

In summary, Crane argued that several factors led AAF leaders to use incendiary 

bombing tactics rather than precision-bombing tactics against Japan.  First, was a 

political goal, Arnold‟s urgent desire for a show of force by American air power that 

would prove decisive, and thus, boost his campaign for an independent air force.  

Second, was the efficiency of incendiary raids: “the fire raids seemed to be the easiest 
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and the quickest method for destroying the ability of Japan to wage war.  Military and 

industrial targets were the primary objectives.”90            

Did racism guide the strategy and military policies of the United States in the 

Pacific War?  This issue is of paramount importance to our collective understanding of 

World War II.  Some historians, such as John Lynn, argue that, “While racism certainly 

shaped the „experience of war‟ for the soldiers, sailors, and Marines engaged against 

the Japanese, it did not cause the war, determine overall U.S. strategy, or shape 

combat doctrine.” 91  While Dower and others assert that it was the guiding factor in the 

prosecution of the war by both sides, still others fall somewhere in between.  Inherent in 

this problem is culture.   

Culture is an issue that cannot escape discussion by any historian dealing with 

racism and its effect on the Pacific War.  At the same time, however, a cultural 

explanation is not sufficient to describe everything that occurs in war.  In combat, for 

example, innocent people are going to and have been caught between opposing forces 

with deadly results.  That is in the nature of all wars regardless of ideology.  There is no 

clear division between cultural influences and “natural side effects” of war in an 

examination of the conduct of troops engaged in conflicts.  In addition, it is virtually 

impossible to provide a satisfactory number of oral histories and other “first-hand” 

accounts, both of which represent the most important sources for analyzing the effect of 

racism upon the conduct of war.  In this I agree with Cameron.  No one will ever be able 

to offer a definitive answer to the question posed above; however, every possible 

explanation should be fairly represented.         
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 The purpose of this study is to act as a test-case for the Dower School‟s main 

thesis, specifically, the argument that racism determined the conduct of American 

troops in the Pacific War.  It examines the conduct of the Second Marine Division during 

the invasion of Saipan: June 15, 1944-July 9, 1944.  Like Cameron and Linderman I 

argue that cultural differences between the United States and Japanese Empire in 

tandem with the unique strategic and tactical situation faced by both sides in the Pacific 

War led to its “kill or be killed” nature.  When given the opportunity, however, members 

of the Second Marine Division generally behaved in a humane manner in regards to 

their enemy.  This was more the case regarding civilians encountered on the island.   

I want to stress, again, that it is almost impossible to “prove” that racist ideology 

drove or did not drive American strategy, tactics, and conduct because of the nature of 

the problem and the evidence used to examine it.  The controversy that surrounds 

Dower, Cameron, and Takaki and their work have made this point clear.  Consequently, 

that is not my goal in this study.  The goal here is to present a counterpoint to the Dower 

School through a specific test case, which is underrepresented in Pacific War 

historiography at this time.92   

The Second Marine Division, and the Saipan campaign specifically, is an 

appropriate test case for several reasons: The Second Marine Division was the second 

oldest U.S. Marine division, and consequently, took part in the second most campaigns 

in the Pacific War yielding an adequate amount of source material for consultation; and 
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second, the Saipan campaign was the first time that a Marine division encountered a 

significant number of Japanese civilians.  The Dower School does not apply its “war of 

extermination” theory to Japanese civilians specifically; however, they allude to certain 

actions taken against Japanese civilians as fueled by the same race hate as was stoked 

against Japanese military forces.93  Consequently, if Marines were indoctrinated with 

racial hatred that would lead them to exterminate Japanese military personnel, at the 

very least, this translated into poor treatment of Japanese civilians and others that might 

have been considered collaborators with the Japanese.  In the worst cases civilians 

would likely have been exterminated alongside their military brethren, according to this 

theory.    

This study is based on “traditional” military history sources such as after-action 

reports, personal papers, manuals, and other sources obtained from the National 

Archives at College Park, Maryland; the Alfred M. Gray Research Center and Archives 

at the Marine Corps University in Quantico, Virginia; the Marine Corps Historical Center 

located in the United States Naval Yards in Washington, D. C.; and oral histories, 

published and unpublished, obtained from the above archives and other sources.94   

The work is divided into five chapters including the introduction and conclusion, 

and is from the American point of view.  Chapter II summarizes the genesis of the 

Second Marine Division and presents the history of the Saipan campaign with a 

concentration on the role of the Second Division.  Chapter III examines the conduct of 
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Second Division Marines versus Saipan‟s Japanese military forces. Finally, Chapter IV 

examines the conduct of Second Division Marines toward Saipan‟s civilian population.95     

 It is clear that racism permeated Americans‟ perceptions of Japan and vice 

versa.  The Dower School and its opponents contribute much to World War II 

historiography through their discussions of this issue.  The problem lies in gauging its 

influence, especially concerning the conduct of Japanese and American troops.  It is 

important to remember, however, in the words of S. L. A. Marshall, that a fighting man 

“is what his home, his religion, his schooling, and the moral code and ideals of society 

have made him.  The Army [or military in general] cannot unmake him.”96  In the case of 

the American military, “It must reckon with the fact that he [the soldier, sailor, Marine, or 

airman] comes from a civilization in which aggression, connected with the taking of life, 

is prohibited and unacceptable.  The teaching and the ideals of that civilization are 

against killing, against taking advantage.”97  “The experience of war” has taught us that 

this is true for some but not a universal value, by any means.  An exploration of the 

conduct of the Second Marine Division at Saipan will, perhaps, shed some more light 

upon this controversial topic. 
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CHAPTER II 
 

 
 

THE SECOND DIVISION, FORAGER, AND SAIPAN 

      

The experience gained by the Second Division Marines at Guadalcanal and 

Tarawa directly affected the way in which they would treat both enemy civilians and 

troops on Saipan.  Before that, their training and indoctrination in Marine Corps culture 

influenced the way they would fight and behave in the Pacific War.  It is important to 

understand what kind of men made up the Second Division in World War II in order to 

examine their conduct on Saipan.  How were civilians turned into Marines?  Why did 

they join the Corps?  Finally, how did their and background as American citizens, 

training in the Marine Corps, and the Marine Corps culture influence their conduct in 

battle?   

In 1940, there were 28,345 officers and enlisted men in the United States Marine 

Corps and by August 15, 1945, that number had risen to 485,113.1  All of them at some 

point went through basic and advanced training following their recruitment.  They came 

from a pool of volunteers and enlistees that entered the service in one of three stages: 

“pre-war Depression-driven „old salt (old timer),‟ who joined for economic reasons; the 

post-Pearl Harbor „patriot,‟ also „the high school class of 1942‟; and the January 1943 

through 1945 „draftee-volunteer.‟”2  Marines who were “old salts” or part of the class of 

1942, were trained according to prewar standards without the benefit of knowledge 
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gained from fighting the Japanese.  Marines first saw action in Guadalcanal beginning in 

August 1942.  The United States had, in fact, never been at war with or fought against 

Japan before 1941.  Consequently, training evolved as the war went on based on 

experience gained by veterans who were cycled back to the States to train new recruits. 

Recruits volunteered for the Marine Corps for different reasons.  Many signed up 

directly following the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor.  Some saw Hollywood movies 

that glamorized the Corps and inspired young men with their smart uniforms and elite 

reputation.  Jack Golden, a 6th Marines veteran, joined because his father had been a 

Marine in World War I while others enlisted “on a dare or after losing a bet.”3   

Including basic and advanced training, it took the average recruit three months to 

complete his course of instruction and be placed in an active unit.  Obviously in the case 

of more specialized roles--Japanese Language Specialist for example--more time was 

required.  In all cases, preparing men for combat was taken very seriously by the 

Marine Corps and their training reflected that.  Basic training was a seven-eight week 

intensive course in physical fitness, discipline, and combat, designed to break down 

civilians and make them into Marines.4   

Recruits were sent to one of two camps: The Marine Corps Recruit Depots at 

Parris Island, South Carolina, or Camp Pendleton near San Diego, California.5  At basic 

they were taught the Marine Corps‟s vocabulary, “words more common to seafarers 

than callow boys.  We learned to call bathrooms and lavatories „heads,‟ walls 

„bulkheads,‟ floors „decks,‟ and rumors translated to „scuttlebutt.‟”6  Recruits trained six 
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days a week, “with Sundays reserved for Marines‟ souls--and hand laundry.”7  A normal 

day included thirty minutes of calisthenics in the morning followed by breakfast.  

Recruits practiced swimming, “hours of tramping through beach sand . . . close-order 

drill on the parade ground . . . and time on the obstacle course.”8  They received 

lectures on a variety of subjects including proper care of a rifle, the dangers of poison 

gas, and the use of grenades.   Depending on where a recruit received or “endured” his 

basic training, one might have to undergo “specialized” training.  For example, at the 

San Diego camp Marines suffered:  

The infamous California water discipline, when ravenously thirsty men on 

exercises were denied drinking water.  In several campaigns, most notably 
Peleliu, where replenishment fresh water was virtually non-existent for the first 
few days, having lived through water starvation before at least psychologically 

prepared men for what they had to endure in combat.9 
 
Following this regime recruits spent time at the rifle range learning firing positions, how 

to adjust rifle sights, and, of course, target practice.     

After basic, recruits were sent to advanced training at Camp Lejeune in eastern 

North Carolina or various sites around Camp Pendleton near San Diego.  Tucker Giblin, 

a member of the class of 1942, explained, “At each level of training men were 

introduced to new pressures of discipline including live-fire and other weapons training, 

and on hikes and field problems.”10  Some Marines received training in special 

weapons, especially the .30-caliber and .50-caliber Browning machine guns.  Other 

recruits received specialized training, i.e. radio operation, piloting aircraft, and naval 

gunnery, at Camps Lejeune and Pendleton, Quantico, and various Army and Navy 
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posts and stations.   Marines who showed potential to succeed at particularly difficult 

disciplines were sent to universities to receive training in engineering, the Japanese 

language, and other subjects.11  Once his training was completed a Marine was sent 

immediately to an active unit, or to one of many replacement units, which served as the 

general manpower pool out of which replacements were sent to units throughout the 

Pacific.  

Marine Corps Historian Wilbur D. Jones derived “The Prototype Common Marine 

of WWII”12 as a fundamental description of a typical Marine recruit based on “100 

personal-paper collections in the MCHC [Marine Corps Historical Center] archives; 

approximately 250 face-to-face interviews with WWII Marine officer and enlisted 

survivors; information provided to me by nearly 200 additional contributions based on a 

survey form I generated,” as well as numerous diaries, journals, letters, memoirs, and a 

host of secondary sources.13  According to Jones, “The Prototype Common Marine of 

WWII” was Caucasian around the age of nineteen.  He was of Western European 

ancestry.  He had completed school until the tenth or eleventh grade and was not well-

read or a good student but was sociable.  He was more likely Protestant than Catholic 

but not very religious in general.  He had grown up during the Great Depression, which 

made him a hard worker, self-reliant, physically fit, and part of a close-knit family.   

“The Prototype Common Marine of World War II” had, most likely, never traveled 

very far from home and enjoyed simple pleasures.  He was five feet, nine inches tall and 

weighed 140 pounds.  He was from the rural South or from a city in the North.  He lived 

with both of his parents, two to four siblings, with at least one other in the service.  His 
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father was the principal money earner and was blue collar or lower middle class.  In 

short, “the Prototype Common Marine of World War II” was just an average white 

American male and not any different than an average recruit in the Army or Navy who 

had probably had little or no contact with Japanese people, or at best, had limited 

contact with Asian Americans.   

Coming out of the Depression the average recruit had a strong sense of family, 

especially if he had lived with his parents prior to recruitment.  Consequently, the idea of 

family would carry over to his relationships with his peers.  Training reinforced this 

traditional American value so that many Marines considered each other brothers and 

their unit a surrogate family.  One Marine veteran who enlisted on October 1, 1942, 

explained this esprit de corps: “„We felt a need to protect one another. . . .‟  This 

closeness, established in boot camp, grew as we joined old regiments commanded by 

famous World War I officers, sergeants major, and master gunnery sergeants.”14  Such 

were the men that composed the Second Marine Division on Saipan.  All these factors 

together, as well as first-hand experience gained at Guadalcanal and Tarawa would 

influence how they would treat enemy civilians and troops during the campaign. 

The Second Division‟s officers came from the same pool as the average recruit.  

As the division‟s commanding general on both Saipan and Tinian, Thomas Eugene 

Watson, an “old-salt,” like many from the interwar period became an important part of 

the success his unit enjoyed.  Watson replaced the popular Major General Julian Smith, 

who was promoted for his excellent leadership during the division‟s assault against 

Betio.   
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Thomas Eugene Watson began his career in the Marine Corps in 1912 as an 

enlisted man, and was commissioned a second lieutenant in 1916.15  He saw duty in 

Mexico, Nicaragua, the Dominican Republic, and China before World War II.  His 

leadership was instrumental in 1937 when, as a lieutenant colonel, Watson and other 

Marine officers led a course that “introduced” army personnel from the Fourth Army to 

amphibious warfare based on the Tentative Landing Operations Manual.  Following this, 

Watson attended the Army War College in 1938.  From 1942 to 1943 he commanded 

the 3rd Marine Brigade on British Samoa.16   

Brigadier General Watson gained his first combat duty of World War II as 

commander of 1st Provisional Marine Brigade, Fifth Amphibious Corps in 1943.17  From 

February 17-March 2, 1943, Watson‟s units were employed as the primary assault force 

for Operation Catchpole, whose main target was the island of Eniwetok in the Marshall 

Islands.  On April 7, 1944, General Watson received orders from Headquarters, Fifth 

Amphibious Corps, to proceed to Hawaii in order to take over command of the Second 

Marine Division.18  On April 13 he was officially promoted to major general.19  In 

addition, all four regiments of the Second Division received new commanders either 

directly following or soon after the conquest of Tarawa.20         
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The Second Marine Division as an independent organization was formed out of 

the 2nd Marine Brigade, which was established on July 1, 1937.21  The division was 

organized according to the traditional “triangular” structure with three infantry regiments-

-the 2nd, 6th, and 8th Marines--and one artillery regiment, the 10th Marines.  All four were 

founded at the turn of the twentieth century and served in Asia, the Caribbean, and 

Mexico before World War I.22  While the 8th Marines were stationed along the Mexican 

border to protect Texas and New Mexico from the threat presented by Pancho Villa and 

his revolutionary forces south of the border, the 6th Marines were paired with the 5th 

Marines to form the 4th Marine Brigade, Second US Division, for duty in Europe in 

1917.23  During their service in The Great War, the two regiments earned the nickname 

“Devil Dogs” due to their ferocity in the Battle of Belleau Wood in June 1918.24  After 

World War I each regiment served in various duties in the Caribbean as well.      

The Second Marine Division was established as an independent entity on 

February 1, 1941.25  After that date, and while the First Division mobilized to invade 

Guadalcanal, the 6th Marines and 2nd Battalion, 10th Marines were sent to Iceland in May 

and June in order to oppose an anticipated German invasion.26  Meanwhile, the 8th 
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Marines were sent to defend American Samoa from the Japanese in January 1942.27  

The Second Marines and other elements of the division were being trained and refitted 

during this period.  In August 1942, the 2nd Marines and the 3rd Battalion, 10th Marines, 

were sent to Guadalcanal to support the First Division‟s efforts there.28  In November 

1942 and January 1943, the 8th Marines and 6th Marines, respectively, joined their 

compatriots and aided in securing Guadalcanal for American forces.   

The Second Division fought its first battle as a composite unit on Betio Island in 

Tarawa Atoll on November 20, 1943.29  Considered by many military historians to be the 

Marine Corps‟s first amphibious assault, Tarawa only lasted three days but at the cost 

of 3,318 casualties, 904 of them killed in action.30  The experience gained by the 

Second Division on Tarawa not only aided them in future operations, but also exposed 

weaknesses in technology and Amphibious War Doctrine set forth in the 1930s by a 

joint task force of Marine and Navy personnel.31   

In December 1943, the Second Division minus the 6th Marines, who were 

performing garrison duty on Tarawa, left for Hawaii to get replacements, recuperate, 

and retrain for their next campaign--Operation Forager.32  Replacements that filled the 

gaps left by Marines killed or wounded at Tarawa came from a large pool of “green” 

Marines.  Most of these had not yet experienced the Pacific War and were “accepted as 
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necessary,” by Second Division veterans, but, “‟would have to live up to a new and 

immediate tradition of greatness.‟”33   

While at Camp Tarawa replacements and veterans alike participated in training 

exercises that emphasized “individual and small unit training.”34 They were presented 

with a series of lectures concerning “future operational areas in the Pacific,” which 

specifically included “historical background; relative time and distance relationships, 

topographic hydrographic, climatic, and industrial studies, latest data on garrison and 

civilian populations,” and other subjects. 35 In addition, troops were taught “several key 

Japanese phrases, like „Tay-oh-ah-geh-tay-deh-tay-koi‟ (put up your hands) and 

Japanese equivalents of „hurry up,‟ „come out and we will give you food and water,‟ etc. 

. . . with the hope that some of the routine conversational exchanges would not require 

the services of an interpreter.”36  Further training involved amphibious maneuvers 

aboard ships, March 12-31, for the Second Division “on beaches at Maalaea Bay, Maui, 

with all of its elements participating.”37  Several full scale Corps rehearsal landings took 

place in May before the first elements of Fifth Fleet departed from Hawaii for Saipan.38   

On Friday, June 16, 1944, George F. Horne, correspondent for the The New 

York Times reported:  “Saipan is Stormed: Americans Fight Way Inland on Base Vital to 

Japan‟s Defense,” from Pacific Fleet Headquarters in Hawaii.  His article gave citizens 
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back home the first bits of news on the progress of the Fifth Amphibious Corps‟s assault 

against the first of three targeted Japanese Mandate Islands in the Mariana Islands.   

The invasion and conquest of key islands in the Marianas was strategically 

important for several reasons: Control of Guam, Saipan, and Tinian would cut “off the 

flow of war materials from the Dutch East Indies to the Japanese home islands,” which 

Saipan would provide a base for the Army‟s “heralded new B-29 long-range bombers” 

that could strike at Japan proper. Additionally, the invasion of the Marianas would 

“provoke a decisive battle with the Combined Fleet.”39  The seizure of the Marianas 

would also strike an incredible blow to the morale of the Japanese people and 

government.  Touted as “Japan‟s Absolute National Defense Sphere,” the islands were 

the last line of defense for the Japanese Home Islands and would virtually guarantee 

American victory in the Pacific when captured.40 

The amphibious assault of Saipan Island by the Fifth Amphibious Corps began 

on the morning of June 15, 1944.  The invasion of Saipan was the first of three planned 

for Operation Forager.  Admiral Raymond S. Spruance‟s Fifth Fleet, including 

amphibious elements, was the largest deployed in the Pacific War up to that point.  His 

force, composed of 800 ships and 165,672 troops (primarily Marines), was made up of 

two Amphibious Corps, the Fifth and Third, as well as garrison forces.41  Lieutenant 

General Holland M. Smith commanded both corps and personally oversaw the invasion 

of Saipan and Tinian with the Fifth Amphibious Corps.  Two command organizations 

were also established--Northern Troops and Landing Forces, which worked in 
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conjunction with the VAC on Saipan and Tinian, and Southern Troops and Landing 

Force, which worked with the Third Amphibious Corps on Guam.42   

In late May 1944, the Fifth Fleet steamed from Hawaii west towards Guam, 

Saipan, and Tinian.43  These three islands were unlike any that American amphibious 

forces had encountered before in the Central Pacific Campaign.  Rather than the 

relatively flat, open, volcanic terrain marked with white-sanded beaches that 

distinguished islands like Betio and Rota, soldiers and Marines encountered hills, 

ridges, swamps, mountains, and heavily wooded tropical forests.  Terrain on the islands 

favored defense.  It was flat, tall fields of sugarcane covered the landscape and 

provided excellent cover and basic sustenance for Japanese troops and the islands‟ 

civilian populations when regular supplies had been exhausted, captured, or 

destroyed.44  Two of the three, Guam and Saipan, were the largest islands that 

American amphibious forces were forced to contend with since operations on the island 

of Guadalcanal in 1942.  In fact, neither members of the Third Amphibious Corps or the 

Fifth Amphibious Corps had fought on such relatively large islands prior to Forager, 

except for veterans from the Second Division. 

Saipan is the second largest island in the Marianas after Guam.  It is shaped like 

a wrench with the handle pointing to the northeast and is eighty-five square miles in 
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total diameter.45  The island is surrounded by reefs and boasts the tallest mountain in 

the Marianas, Mount Tapotchau at 1,554 feet.46  Both its climate and terrain presented 

significant obstacles for invading troops. The water supply on Saipan was also 

problematic and shortages plagued the invading and defending forces, as well as the 

civilian population throughout the operation.  The local population and Japanese military 

relied primarily on rain water gathered in small collecting tanks for individual households 

and larger tanks elsewhere.47  In addition, there were two small fresh water springs that 

supplemented this main source.   

Civilians and military forces on Saipan faced four major diseases common to 

tropical climates: dysentery, typhoid, paratyphoid, and dengue fever.48  The prevalence 

of disease was exacerbated by the large insect population of the island, high 

temperatures (between 80-95 degrees in June and July), rainfall (4.3 inches on average 

from December to June and 13 inches on average per month from July to October), and 

humidity (averaging 84 percent during the summer months).49   

These factors were greatly aggravated by inherent hygienic problems 

encountered in tropical regions by troops who could seldom bathe or perform basic 

human functions in a sanitary environment.  Vinson B. Simpson served with the Eighth 

Marines on Saipan and went “32 days on Saipan without a shower [which] was nothing 

unusual.”50  The flies got so bad at times that men could not keep them off their forks 

and spoons while eating and simply consumed the food with the insects.  High numbers 
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of dead and dying Marines and soldiers added to the population of the overwhelming 

hordes of pests.  Jones gives the reader a grotesquely real idea of the experience, 

“While defecating Marines could feel and hear flies landing and crawling on their naked 

rears, and watched maggots swimming in liquid under the skin of the corpses.”51   

Saipan‟s local population and its Japanese garrison were very susceptible to gas 

bacillus and tetanus.52  Whenever soil on the islands was disturbed by munitions fire the 

bacteria was exposed and wounds were vulnerable to infection.  This was primarily a 

function of Japanese agricultural practices involving the use of human feces as fertilizer.  

Neither group had been inoculated against tetanus or gas bacillus so it was, 

consequently, a major problem for American medical personnel.  It was not, however, a 

problem for American troops who had been immunized against these diseases.   

The fighting on Guam, Saipan, and Tinian was, arguably, not as intense as that 

on Tarawa, but it was protracted in comparison.  Instead of a matter of days it took 

weeks to neutralize Japanese forces present on the islands.  Marines in the Second 

Division faced urban warfare (to an extent) as they made their way through the largest 

town on Saipan, Garapan, with a pre-campaign population of 10,000.53  Saipan‟s large 

civilian population, approximately 30,000, was the “free radical” of the campaign.54  

Marines were told to expect Japanese, Korean, and native (Chamorro and Saipanese 
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Carolinians) civilians.  The 25,000 Japanese civilians alone represented approximately 

80 percent of the total number.55    

The principal assault force for the amphibious assault and consequent seizure of 

Saipan and later Tinian was the Fifth Amphibious Corps (VAC) under the command 

organ Northern Troops and Landing Force (NTLF).  During the Saipan operation Smith 

exercised direct control over NTLF and VAC, which was composed of three assault 

divisions: the Second Marine Division (reinforced) under Major General Thomas E. 

Watson; Fourth Marine Division (reinforced) under Major General Harry Schmidt; and 

the Twenty-Seventh Infantry Division under the command of Major General Ralph 

Smith.56  In addition NTLF controlled Twenty-Fourth Corps Artillery (an Army unit) as 

well as an assortment of special weapons, armor, medical, engineer, logistics, and 

service units.  In all, American forces fielded a total of 66,779 troops, 47,510 of them 

Marines.57   

Opposing them was a total of 31,629 Japanese troops, 20,000 of whom were 

soldiers from the Thirty-First Army under the command of Lieutenant General 

Yoshitsuga Saito.58  There were two principal Japanese divisions that represented the 

core of this force, the Forty-Third and Forty-Seventh, which included a number of 
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supporting units.59  In addition, there were 6,160 Imperial Japanese Naval troops under 

the command of Vice Admiral Chiuchi Nagumo.60        

By the summer of 1944, all three American divisions had taken part in at least 

one other campaign.  Consequently, veterans had experience dealing with Japanese 

soldiers and were savvy of their behavior, though, as is the case in all campaigns; there 

were a significant number of replacements who had no combat experience at all.  

Several of the Twenty-Seventh Infantry Division‟s units had taken part in relatively minor 

campaigns in the Marshall and Gilbert Islands but had never fought as a single entity.61  

The Fourth Marine Division gained experience in the assault of Kwajalein Atoll in 

January 1944.62  The Second Marine Division, as mentioned before, had seen some of 

the fiercest combat in the Pacific Campaign, including assaults against Guadalcanal 

and Tarawa Atoll.63  On Betio alone, it suffered 3,166 casualties in a three-day assault 

against the island (November 21-23, 1943), roughly 15 percent of the division's total 

strength (approximately 20,000 men).64 
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Map 1
65 

The assault of Saipan began on the morning of June 15, 1944.66  The island was 

not declared secure until over three weeks later on July 9, 1944.67  For the bulk of the 

campaign 1st Battalion, 29th Marines was attached to the Second Division.68  The “Silent 

Second” was initially responsible for the center of island and the defense of the Fourth 

Division‟s left flank while they drove eastward to Magicienne Bay in order to cut the 
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island in half.69 The Fourth Division‟s most important targets were the village of Charan-

Kanoa and Saipan‟s primary airbase, Aslito.70  The Second Division faced three major 

targets: the town of Garapan, Mount Tipo Pale, and Mount Tapotchau.  

General Saito‟s plan was based on instructions outlined by his superior, 

Lieutenant General Hideyoshi Obata, who enjoyed who commanded the Japanese 

Army in the Marianas-Ogasawara Jima-Marshalls-Carolines area.71  Saito intended to 

destroy American forces “on the beaches through a policy of tactical command based 

on aggressiveness, determination, and initiative,” supplemented with intense 

bombardment by his artillery.72  If Japanese forces could halt the Americans for a few 

days it would allow the Japanese fleet to come to their aid and destroy the amphibious 

force and remaining troops on shore.      

Bombardment against Saipan from the American surface fleet and naval aircraft 

began on June 12, merely three days before the invasion of island was scheduled to 

commence.  This, in conjunction with the absence of land-based bombers involved in 

the preliminary bombardment, had little effect on Japanese defenses.73  Thus, Marines 

faced heavy casualties from beginning.   
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If the Japanese had been allowed more time to work on the island‟s defenses, 

the cost of Saipan in American lives would have been much greater. 74  At many points 

bunkers and other structures were unfinished due to the American Navy‟s success in 

crippling Japanese shipping.75  When Marines captured the Mutcho Point supply base in 

Garapan, besides hundreds of rolls of unused barbed wire, there were ”no less than 30 

guns, about 90-mm., still uncrated.”76  War correspondent Robert Sherrod described the 

situation best: “Why, then, had they [the Japanese] been unable to uncrate those big 

guns, which could have added considerably to the hell we were catching?  Somebody 

was too late with too little--and it was not the Americans.”77  

American landings against Saipan were met immediately with accurate artillery 

and mortar fire by Japanese spotters and “small red flags along the reef” that Japanese 

forces had placed there for spotters, as well as constant sniper fire from areas around 

the beaches.  While the 2nd Marines and 1st Battalion, 29th Marines were involved in a 

diversion at the north of the island, the 6th and 8th Marines began their approach at 

approximately 7:00 a.m., June 15, 1944.78   

When they made landing the 6th and 8th Marines found themselves roughly 900 

yards north of their assigned beach creating a huge gap between them and the Fourth 

Division.79  Initially Marines could not see the enemy they were fighting.80  It was not like 

Tarawa: 
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Here at Saipan the Japs [sic] had fallen back from the beaches with hardly more 

than token fighting.  In most sectors the ground fighting had been desultory at 

best, little more than rearguard actions. . . . Only the artillery was real.  Marines 
were being hit, killed, by artillery without ever having seen a target they could 
shoot at.81 

 
In addition, “Saipan had been largely cave warfare . . . and I recalled how few  

Japs I had seen on Saipan who were killed in the open.”82  The Japanese almost always 

evacuated their wounded and dead when possible.        

By the end of the day, despite high casualties and fierce resistance, both 

divisions had created a beachhead that was approximately 10,000 yards long and an 

average of 1,500 yards deep.83  The Second Division alone suffered a total of 1,260 

casualties, 238 of the KIA, by nightfall.84  In addition, neither the Second nor Fourth 

Divisions had reached their first objective line.  In the evening, however, medical and 

supply units took advantage of the ground gained and began unloading their equipment 

and stores, all desperately needed by the assault troops.85  On D-Day-plus-1 supplies 

were streaming onto the shore.  The scene reminded one Chicago Marine of “Michigan 

Boulevard on Saturday night.”86 

Throughout the campaign combat was difficult for all units involved.  When 

American forces got to higher ground Japanese troops fired at them from caves that 

dotted the hills and mountains.  In addition, they launched raids and sniped at 

Americans from fortified positions in sugarcane fields and the dense jungle.  Japanese 
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patrols raided foxholes along the frontline and probed for weak points that could be 

exploited.  General Saito did initiate a handful of counterattacks at several points in the 

campaign but often did so at night or during the early morning hours.87  The first such 

attack took place at 3:00 a.m., D-Day plus 1.  A large contingent of Japanese troops 

launched their attack with approximately one battalion from the Garapan area in an 

effort to push U.S. forces back in compliance with Saito‟s overall defensive plan.88  The 

Second Division, specifically the 6th Marines, bore the brunt of the offensive but the 

counterattack was defeated before morning.89 

Fighting continued the next day as Marines pushed their way toward their 

objectives.  The 6th Marines captured Afetna Point, which was a major source of 

harassing fire on D-Day.90  That night the Japanese attempted another counterattack 

led by the bulk of their light tanks.  Once again, the 6th Marines bore the brunt of the 

offensive but destroyed all forty-four of the tanks sent against them with the aid of 

bazookas, grenade launchers, and self-propelled 75mm guns, as well as other 

artillery.91   

From D-Day-plus-1 to D-Day-plus-7 the Second Division continued its push 

northward.  During this period, Lieutenant General Holland Smith committed the Corps‟s 

reserve, the Twenty-Seventh Infantry Division, to battle on June 17.  So far, both Marine 

divisions had incurred higher casualties than expected.  Consequently, the Fourth 

Marine Division required immediate assistance in its efforts to secure Magicienne Bay in 
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order to cut the island in half.92  The plan was for the 165th Infantry to cover the right 

flank of the 24th and 25th Marines as they moved eastward.  Later the 105th Infantry was 

committed to the 165th‟s right flank to aid in the conquest of the southern tip of Saipan.  

Part one of Saito‟s plan failed on June 17 when Marines made their way inland.93  

Though neither side was aware of what was transpiring in the Western Pacific, Saipan‟s 

Japanese forces were doomed when the Combined Fleet was neutralized at the Battle 

of the Philippine Sea, June 19-20.        

Meanwhile, the Second Division continued covering the Fourth Division‟s left 

flank and expanded the beachhead.  The Fourth Division turned north on June 19 after 

reaching the eastern shore of the island.  On the same day the 165th Infantry was pulled 

back into corps reserve and the 105th Infantry was left to crack the remaining Japanese 

defenses dug in at Nafutan Point, which was particularly well-defended.  War 

correspondent Robert Sherrod remarked, “The southern end of the island was tough; 

the coral-rock formations provided natural caves, and the last 1,400 yards were laced 

with these jagged rocks and caves.  Some of the caves, said Colonel [John F.] 

McDonough, had sliding doors and artillery pieces on tracks.”94  

On June 20 the Second Division wheeled north and began its approach toward 

the foothills of Mount Tipo Pale and Mount Tapotchau, “a nightmare of ravines, caves, 

hills, valleys, and cliffs--all fortified and defended to the death by the Japanese.”95  By 

June 21 both Marine divisions were abreast and ready to push the battle northward 
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against General Saito‟s main line of defense, which began in earnest the next day.96  

On June 23 the 106th and 165th Infantry were placed in between the two Marine 

divisions per orders issued by Generals Ralph Smith and Holland Smith the previous 

day; however, the Twenty-Seventh Infantry Division made slow progress as the Second 

and Fourth Marine Divisions pushed forward. 97   

On June 24 Lieutenant General Holland Smith relieved Major General Ralph 

Smith as commander of the Twenty-Seventh Division and temporarily replaced him with 

Saipan‟s garrison commander, Major General Sanderford Jarman of the US Army.98  He 

was officially relieved because of the Twenty-Seventh‟s failure to make progress in its 

zone of action resulting in increased casualties suffered by the Second and Fourth 

Marine Divisions, and leaving their right and left flanks, respectively, dangerously 

exposed to Japanese counteroffensives.99      

The 8th Marines completed the capture of Mount Tapotchau by June 25, and the 

2nd and 6th Marines, in conjunction with the 1st Battalion, 29th Marines, pushed into the 

outskirts of Garapan.  At this point the Second Division halted its advance and 

consolidated their areas in order to allow the 106th and 165th Infantry as well as the 

Fourth Division to catch up with it.  By June 25 U.S. forces controlled roughly 50 percent 

of the island, but it would take another fourteen days to complete the conquest of 

Saipan. 
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On July 1, 1944 The Second Marines began their conquest of Garapan.  

Japanese forces had evacuated civilians from the town before Marines had even 

landed.  There was a scattering of Japanese defending forces but they were mostly 

snipers and troops holed up in a few pillboxes.100  In general, however, resistance was 

light and the Second Division quickly occupied the former town.  “Former town” is, 

indeed, the correct term for what Garapan was at this point in the campaign.  After 

touring it with the 3rd Battalion, 2nd Marines, Robert Sherrod remarked, “Garapan was 

wrecked as thoroughly as any similar area I had ever seen.  Many days of bombing and 

shelling had reduced its concrete and plaster buildings to piles of rubble three or four 

feet high.  It seemed that no more than one wall was left of any building, and mostly 

there were no walls at all.  Oddly, the paper-thin wooden houses stood up better.  They 

were riddled by shell fragments, but they were upright.”101  By Independence Day 

Garapan was completely occupied by the Marines.        

As the three American divisions made their way to the northern sector of the 

island their fronts narrowed.  Consequently, General Smith decided to pull the Second 

Marine Division into corps reserve so that they could rest, recuperate, and receive 

replacements before the invasion of Tinian.  The Twenty-Seventh Infantry Division was 

assigned to the remaining western part of the island, while the Fourth Marine Division 

continued north on the right flank.  Thus, “The 2d Marine Division was now able to go 

into corps reserve, as planned on 4 July.”102  The 6th Marines were the first to withdraw 

back to Garapan on Independence Day.  The rest of the division followed soon 
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afterward except for the Second Marines, which was attached to the Fourth Division “to 

wipe up whatever opposition remained in the northern fifth of Saipan.”103     

On the night of July 6 and early morning of July 7 General Saito gathered his 

remaining forces in preparation for the war‟s largest gyokusai attack against the 105th 

Infantry Regiment.  The massive Japanese force launched their attack at 4:30 a.m. and 

easily broke through the lines of the 105th, which had a large gap between the two 

battalions committed there, and had failed to send out patrols along their front line.  In 

addition, they had set up their defense on open ground, rather than high ground.  

Consequently, Japanese forces quickly made their way through the regiment to the 

lines of the 3rd Battalion, 10th Marines which was able to stop them with small arms and 

the use of artillery at point blank range.  One artilleryman from H Battery reported that 

they “fired the 105‟s into the ground 50 feet in front of us.”104  They were also aided by 

soldiers and tanks from the 106th Infantry.     

On July 8, the Second Division was put back into action to relieve the 105th 

Infantry, as well as other units of the Twenty-Seventh Division that had suffered many 

casualties due to the Banzai attack of the previous day.  The next day the 2nd Marines 

attached to the Fourth Division were witnesses to the mass suicide of a portion of the 

remaining Japanese forces and civilians off of Marpi Point at the northern most tip of the 

island.  Throughout the day civilians and Japanese troops threw themselves off the cliffs 

onto the rocks below.  At times Japanese soldiers forced whole families to jump to their 

doom rather than be taken captive by the Americans.  At the end of the day the island 

was declared “secure” by General Holland Smith.  In the following weeks the Second 
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Division aided garrison units in mopping up scattered remnants of the Japanese 

garrison.  On July 24 they were sent to aid the Fourth Division in the capture of 

Tinian.105  After this operation was completed on August 1 they were sent back to 

Saipan to continue with mopping up operations.    

By the end of the campaign American forces suffered a total of 3,225 killed, 

13,061 wounded, and 326 missing in action.106  On July 24, 1944, NTLF Intelligence 

reported a total of 1,716 POWs, and more would be taken for almost another full 

year.107  The remaining number of Japanese defending forces was essentially wiped 

out, with a total of 23,811 known dead.108  The campaign itself was bloody and hard 

fought by both sides.  Like most Pacific campaigns Japanese forces defending Saipan 

were on an island and had nowhere to retreat to, and thus were forced to fight to the 

death or surrender.  In addition, the American naval victory over the Japanese 

Combined Fleet in the Battle of the Philippine Sea destroyed any hope of reinforcement 

for the island‟s garrison.  Surprise achieved by American forces further ensured victory.  

In the end, without aid, American matériel and personnel superiority coupled with the 

naval blockade of the island was too overwhelming for the poorly equipped Japanese 

defending forces to contend with.109   
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CHAPTER III 
 

 
 

SOLDIERS 

 
 

“Take all the Pacific battles that had gone before, from the fall of Corregidor to 

Eniwetok.  Take Tulagi and Guadalcanal, and Tarawa and Attu, and Los Negros and 

Buna and Gona.  Stir them all together, and add a little European seasoning--perhaps 

from Sicily--and pour them out on a flat blue bowl of sky, and you‟ll have something that 

looks and smells and feels and hurts like Saipan.”1  Forager and specifically the 

invasion of Saipan was, up to that point, carried out by American forces based on the 

accumulation of all the experience gained by American forces in the Pacific War.  These 

previous campaigns affected the way in which the island was bombarded, invaded, and 

conquered.  Furthermore, experience influenced the way that Marines would fight the 

Japanese on Saipan.    

There are several major factors that affect the conduct of troops in war.  First, 

there are general policies that are established by political and military leadership based 

on treaties, doctrine, and ethical considerations.  Troops theoretically operate under 

these guidelines, which dictate how they will combat their enemy and treat civilians.  

Their conduct is also affected by immediate peer groups composed of fellow Marines as 

well as immediate superiors who, through direct orders or peer pressure, determine, or 

at least influence, the actions of each other.  On the basic level troops decide what is 

right or wrong according to their own moral code influenced by their childhood, society 

at large, and the military branch of which they are a member.  A combination of all three 
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factors determines how a soldier or Marine will behave in a given situation.  At times 

one factor will override the others or all three will have some impact on a soldier or 

Marine‟s decision.   

In this chapter I will examine the conduct of the Second Marine Division toward 

Japanese military personnel.  My discussion is based upon two categories of sources—

“official” sources, i.e. after-action reports, war diaries, etc. accessed through the 

national archives, and “unofficial” sources, i.e. personal paper collections, oral histories, 

diaries, magazines, unit histories, etc., garnered from a number of different locations.     

The Hague Conventions of 1907 and the Geneva Convention of 1929 

established the codes of conduct that governed armies of belligerent nations in World 

War II.  The United States was a party to both conventions and agreed to the rules set 

forth by them.  In accordance with these laws the United States War Department 

published War Department Field Manual 27-10: Rules of Land Warfare (FM 27-10) on 

November 1, 1940.  This document outlined “every treaty provision obligatory upon the 

United States, bearing upon the conduct of forces in the field.”  2  It set forth the basic 

humanitarian principles that American forces would fight under: 

The written rules herein quoted in bold-faced type are all [sic] pre-scribed by 

treaties or conventions each of which has been ratified without reservation, and 
not thus far denounced, by the United States and many other nations. They are 

in large part but formal and specific applications of general principles of the 
unwritten rules. While solemnly obligatory as between the signatory powers, they 
may be said also to represent the consensus of modern international public 

opinion as to how belligerents and neutrals should conduct themselves in the 
particulars indicated. As a general rule they will be strictly observed and enforced 

by United States forces in the field, as far as applicable there, without regard 

whether they are legally binding upon all of the powers immediately concerned.3  
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Topics ranged from defining “belligerents,” prisoners of war, etc. to the rate of pay that a 

POW should receive for work performed while imprisoned.  FM 27-10 demonstrated to 

the world the United States‟s commitment to conducting war with some degree of 

restraint and humanity, and, their expectation that their enemies would as well whether 

they agreed with said rules or not. 

Administration Order Number 3-44 was issued by Northern Troops and Landing 

Force (NTLF) on May 1, 1944, and established rules and regulations under which 

Marines operated during FORAGER.  It also instituted the practical standards that units 

were expected to maintain throughout the operation, e.g. the number and type of rations 

each Marine would be issued, burial standards and instruction, etc.4  In addition, the 

document was extremely detailed regarding the seizure, treatment, and maintenance of 

POWs.  Where the rules were cited all of them were taken directly from FM 27-10.  So, 

it is clear that Marines operated under a set of guidelines that dictated how they would 

treat POWs during this campaign.  Obviously, Marines did not always operate according 

to these guidelines; however, one would be hard pressed to find a twentieth century 

conflict in which both sides exclusively adhered to rules of warfare.   

For Marines on Saipan, their indoctrination during boot camp, previous 

experience in combat, and pre-campaign briefing by intelligence personnel prepared 

them somewhat for combat on the island.  The media and government/military 

propaganda had some affect on the expectations of Marines before they entered the 
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battlefield.  Certainly their training did as well.  Unfortunately this effect translated into 

action against enemy troops cannot be measured quantitatively.   

Certainly, many troops took part in their first engagement with certain 

expectations of enemy behavior, often very negative.5  Sometimes these notions were 

confirmed after meeting the enemy while in other cases they were not.  In general, 

however, the experience of combat itself was often so overwhelming that racism did not 

have time to enter into the picture for Marines.  One veteran of the Second Division 

remarked, “During combat you don‟t have time to think about hate.  Your main concern 

is staying alive, and to do that you have to kill your enemy.”6  Guy Gabaldon, a scout 

with the 2nd Marines, commented, “The Marine Corps did a good job indoctrinating us to 

kill without emotion—to kill to stay alive—to kill to win the war. . . . When you read of 

how I killed the enemy you can appreciate the difference in killing outright and torturing. 

. . . No, I did not enjoy killing, but I knew that every Jap [sic] soldier I killed could mean 

one less dead U.S. Marine.”7     

Both veterans and recruits alike had different views of the Japanese going into 

Saipan.  Even within the Marine Corps there is evidence to suggest that racist views of 

white Marines concerning minorities in the Marine Corps could change.  For Rick 

Spooner, a rifleman with the 8th Marines, “the despicable Poncho” Gutierrez was not 

representative of the typical Mexican American Marine in World War II.8  Gutierrez, who 
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collected gold teeth from dead or dying Japanese soldiers, was an outcast among his 

peers.  He was considered to be abrasive, cruel, and a “non-Marine.  He was one of 

those individuals who had gotten into the Corps but had never really become a part of 

it.”9  Spooner characterized Gutierrez as a “despicable” person but also noted that, 

“Several of the troops from back east just naturally assumed that all Mexicans were like 

Poncho.  This was unfair as hell to other Mexicans, there was only one Poncho 

Gutierrez.”10      

Carl Gorman, a Navajo Code Talker with the 6th Marines on Saipan, specifically 

addressed his experience as a minority in the Marine Corps:  

The attitude was that we were Marines.  I remember that on Saipan there were 
caves.  They were dropping bombs [mortar rounds] on us.  I crawled into one of 

those caves.  Another Marine, he crawled in with me.  He said, "I feel safe 
around you.  I'm going to stay in here with you." . . . In talking about being 
prejudiced, none of the Marines were.  They were friendly--all of them.  I don't 

know.  I never felt that they were prejudiced against us.  The only thing was, if 
you were an Indian, they called you "Chief."  But it didn't hurt when they called us 
"Chief."11 

 
The Marine who crawled in the cave with Gorman, perhaps, felt “safe” around him 

because of the “tough,” stereotypically racist, “warrior” image of Indians as portrayed 

through the American media in movies and magazines.  In addition, Gorman comments 

that Navajo recruits were commonly known as “Chief,” another example of a 

stereotypical American view of Native Americans.   

The Marine Corps as an organization certainly bought into this stereotype and, 

consequently, “actively recruited young Native Americans,” noted historian Wilbur D. 

Jones.  He continued, “The Headquarters Bulletin [a Marine Corps publication] reported 
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that American Indians were aiding their country by sending able bodied, capable, loyal 

fighters, citing his racial characteristics which „made him an indispensable warrior in 

1944 warfare.‟”12   

As would be expected, other veterans had negative experiences.  While the 

Second Division was training at Camp Tarawa Guy Gabaldon--a Latino--became the 

target of one of his commanding officers, Sergeant Virgil Strong.  Strong “was an Okie 

who hated „Spics,‟ [sic]” and put Gabaldon in a position in which his record would be 

affected by an act Gabaldon did not commit.13  His company‟s executive officer, 

however, knew what had happened and Gabaldon was not charged.14   

Racism was a fact of the time period.  The point here is that a racist outlook does 

not guarantee that individuals of group “x” who have racist views will seek to 

exterminate the object of their hate, group “y.”  Specifically, racism was an issue among 

Americans but not everyone subscribed to it or acted violently upon it.  Stereotyping 

was certainly common in the Marine Corps and by definition is a form of racism; 

however, despite the racist views of Japanese troops that Marines entertained, whether 

a result of training or otherwise, these views did not always lead to an “exterminationist” 

mentality.  It is a fact that Marines in the Second Division made genuine efforts to take 

military prisoners during the Saipan campaign.  In all cases Marines acted as humans, 

and their behavior was dictated more by this fact and the fallibility inherent in it than 

outside forces.  Given this context, a montage of human behavior is apparent in the 

Saipan campaign, inhumane, humane, and everything in between.   
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On Saipan Japanese propagandists‟ success in branding Americans as “oni” or 

demons “most often associated with violence and destruction” was as firmly entrenched 

in the ranks of the Japanese military as it had been in every Pacific campaign before--

from Guadalcanal to Kwajalein--only on Saipan, Marines witnessed its effect on 

civilians.15  Through manipulation of traditional folkloric icons Japanese soldiers and 

civilians were convinced that Americans would always indulge in such macabre 

behavior.  The Japanese government‟s ability to manipulate traditional samurai codes of 

honor collectively known as bushidō, which were supposed to apply specifically to the 

samurai class, and apply them to society at large further exacerbated the task of taking 

prisoners at all--military or civilian.16   

The Marine Corps first attempted to use propaganda against the Japanese on 

Guadalcanal.17  Leaflets along with voice appeals over loudspeakers by language 

personnel were successful to some degree and resulted in “several hundred Japanese 

soldiers and several officers [who] became prisoners.”18  Indeed, it was, reportedly, the 

“first successful response to the use of such methods,” though would-be captors faced 
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the same difficulties--i.e. anti-American propaganda and “surrender is shameful” 

ideology--as they did in every Pacific campaign. 

Propaganda and counterintelligence efforts were a key part of NTLF's, and by 

extension, the Second Division‟s plans for the Saipan campaign.  “Operation Order No. 

18,” dated May 1, 1944, indicated that “During the present operation, concerted 

attempts will be made to bring about the surrender of enemy troops and civilians by the 

use of various types of propaganda.”19  The division planned to use “Broadcasts by 

Japanese language personnel, made over public address systems,” as well as “patrol 

cards” distributed to platoon leaders.20   

A potentially useful tool to encourage military and civilian surrender on Saipan, 

as on Guadalcanal, was propaganda leaflets.  A total of fourteen separate prewritten 

leaflets were prepared and dropped, 175,000 copies in all, before the campaign began 

to D-Day-plus-two.21  They appealed to all three groups present on the island in their 

respective languages, specifically, Japanese, Japanese Katakana, and Korean.22  The 

leaflets were each precisely written to attract a particular group.  For example, leaflets 

that targeted civilians “were simple directions to dissociate themselves from the military 

and come to the American lines.”23  Leaflets directed at Koreans “were based on 

Korean independence aspirations” and “Japanese oppression.”24  Finally, Japanese 

texts summarized American gains and successes in the Pacific War up to that point and 

placed the blame on Japanese leadership rather than the people themselves.  Each 
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leaflet “guaranteed good treatment once American lines were reached” and issued 

“surrender tickets,” which were meant to be presented to Marines as “a life-saving 

guarantee.”25   

In addition to these fourteen leaflets, three more were prepared on the island 

once the invasion was underway to fit the specific situation.26  All three were composed 

on June 20, June 29, and July 7, in response to POW interrogations concerning the 

morale of Japanese and civilian personnel as well as the success, or lack of success, of 

the original leaflets.27  In all, 20,000 of these leaflets were prepared and dropped in 

areas of high enemy military or civilian concentrations on the island.28  

There is evidence that these leaflets convinced some Japanese to surrender.  In 

an intelligence report dated June 30, 1944, a POW taken by the 6th Marines 

“surrendered after seeing our propaganda leaflets.”29  Major Kiyoshi Yoshida, a 

Japanese intelligence officer captured by the 6th Marines, revealed that “sheets directed 

at the ordinary soldiers were fairly well composed and effective to a certain degree.”30  

Shortly after the Second Division dropped a round of leaflets on June 22, “one 

Japanese seaman . . . came into our lines waving the printed message, as instructed.  

He reported that the Jap [sic] soldiers picked up the leaflets and read them, but their 

officers took them way.”31   
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Those Koreans who were attached to Japanese military units generally 

surrendered in greater numbers than Japanese soldiers, as they had in previous 

campaigns.  General Thomas E. Watson, commander of the Second Division, noted, 

“Appeals to Koreans were also quite effective.  Many Koreans  taken, including most of 

those attached to the military, had seen or heard of our leaflets. . . . All Koreans who 

had seen the leaflets felt that they were effective and would always prove so with their 

nationals.”32  Leaflets alone, however, were not successful in prompting surrender noted 

Eugene P. Boardman, an interpreter with the Second Division, in the January 1946 

edition of the Marine Corps Gazette.  He asserted, “it was generally agreed that except 

for the Koreans and Chamorros the effort was wasted.”33  Consequently, American 

forces made attempts to convince Japanese troops and Saipanese civilians to 

surrender using a variety of other methods throughout the campaign.   

In total the Second Division‟s language section was composed of twelve officers 

and seven enlisted men, which Second Division Headquarters reckoned was one half of 

the total allowance.34  Each regiment was allotted two language officers and two 

language enlisted men.35     These personnel were primarily slated for intelligence 

duties but were often used on the front lines to effect surrender of Japanese troops and 

civilians over loudspeakers.36  In addition, language cards were issued to troops who 
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were also given elementary instruction by translators in simple Japanese phrases to 

encourage surrender while en-route to the Marianas.37 

Individuals who had knowledge of the Japanese language also helped train their 

comrades.  For example, 2nd Marines Scout Guy Gabaldon, who grew up with a Nisei 

family in Los Angeles and was fluent in Japanese, “gave some instruction in colloquial 

Japanese to members of our unit.”38  The division as a whole received instruction from 

interpreters trained at the Camp Elliott Language School.39  According to the Second 

Division‟s intelligence report: 

Outstanding work was done in the field of Japanese language . . . Good use had 
been made of the time available between the TARAWA [sic] Operation and the 

present one to conduct a number of schools on associated subjects for all 
echelons of the Divisions. . . . Japanese combat phrases were taught, along with 

lectures on the value of turning in captured documents, by language officers to 
every company and battery.40 
  

Boardman asserted, “We got quite a lot of prisoners on Saipan [compared to previous 

campaigns]. . . . by 1944, some Japanese reserve officers began to spread the word 

that being taken prisoner was not often the fault of the man who was taken prisoner. . . . 

therefore they should revise their previous tactic and tell them name, rank, and serial 

number,” in order to prevent intelligence leaks.41     

Clearly American leaders wanted Japanese forces to surrender and “officially” made 

efforts to accomplish this goal.  The question becomes, Did Marines actually go to any 

lengths on the ground to effect the surrender of Japanese troops?  
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During the Saipan campaign the Second Marine Division took a total of 226 

military POWs.42  The unit took its first military prisoners--a total of six--on June 17, two 

days after its initial assault against Saipan.43  It established a large permanent stockade 

on June 19, which was divided into two sections--one for military POWs and the other 

for civilians.44  Each regiment had its own stockade for initial interrogation before they 

were sent to the division stockade.  These stockades, however, were moved with the 

regiments as they conquered the island.   

The Second Division‟s initial camp eventually became the primary POW and 

civilian prisoner facility for NTLF.  Most POWs lived in tents or make-shift shacks but 

were under some shade to protect them from the sun.45  There was plenty of potable 

water available from a well in the Japanese Civilian Internment camp constructed by the 

Second Division water purification unit shortly after the stockade was established.46  

They were fed with captured Japanese supplies when possible but this source was 

supplemented by American rations if necessary.47  If POWs were injured they received 

medical care by medics or were transferred to the Thirty-First Field Hospital (NTLF‟s 

main facility) and some were even evacuated to hospital ships off the coast.  For 

example, on June 24, twenty-two POWs were evacuated for treatment to the USS 

Monrovia one of several hospital ships used in the operation.48   
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Often, fighting conditions, Japanese behavior, and environmental factors 

hindered efforts to take prisoners.  Lee Weber, a veteran of the Second Marine Division, 

remarked: 

We would never take a Japanese prisoner.  You weren't allowed to take 
prisoners.  We'd shoot them all because they would sometimes come in to 

surrender, and they'd pick up their arms like that [gesture].  Or, they'd get in a 
group and have hand grenades under their arms.  Or, they would strap a 
machine gun to the back of one person.  They'd come in like that, and when 

they'd get near you, he'd bend down, and they'd start firing with the machine gun.  
So, we would never take a Japanese prisoner.49 
 

Weber‟s experience was not universal, but, at times, orders were issued specifically to 

take prisoners for intelligence purposes because some units could not (or would not) 

take prisoners. 

One Second Division combat photographer captured the following two 

photographs.50  The first is titled “Surrender?” with the caption, “Momentarily dazed by 

shell fire, this Jap [sic] leaves his cave at Saipan.  The Marine in the photo has him 

covered thinking that he will surrender. . . . but doesn‟t see a stick of dynamite that the 

Jap [sic] is carrying.”51  The Marine that is covering him with a rifle is just visible to the 

left and marked by a yellow arrow.  The Japanese soldier is outlined by a red rectangle.     
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Figure 1: Surrender? 

Figure 2: Life or Death? 
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In Figure 2 one can see the Japanese infantrymen, outlined by a red rectangle, 

sitting cross-legged, dead.52  The caption reads, “Dazed by concussion of a shell, this 

Jap [sic] left his cave on Saipan and walked toward a Marine infantryman.  However, 

rather than surrender, he had a stick of dynamite which he attempted to throw. . . . but 

the Leatherneck rifleman was quicker than he, and he buckles and falls as the bullet hits 

him.”53 

Combat rarely afforded front-line troops the opportunity to take prisoners.  A 

machine gunner with the 6th Marines, Jeremiah Hanafin, related a fairly typical 

experience of front line combat on Saipan.  He commented, "I was just fighting on 

instinct, doing my job as best I knew how.  It was my only hope of survival. . . . As 

assault troops we weren‟t expected to take many prisoners.”54  By the end of the first 

week only seventy-one military POWs had been taken by the entire NTLF, ten of which 

were captured by Second Division units.55  Most front line riflemen reflected this "dog-

eat-dog" attitude throughout the campaign, but even moreso after the initial landings.  

Lewis J. Michelony, Jr., a corporal with the 8th Marines and veteran of Tarawa, told one 

recruit before the invasion of Saipan, "Forget about the tactics.  Your life is at stake.  

You're fighting for your life, and anything goes."56  

Some Marines, however, treated the bodies of dead enemies in irreverent ways.  

Michael Patrick Ryan, a private with the 2nd Marines, told one such story in which:  
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One of our guys found a Japanese pistol and wanted to see how it worked, so he 
fired it into one of the bodies.  The presumably dead Jap [sic]  jumped and 

groaned upon impact, so the Marine shot him again, right in the head.  The rest 
of us got suspicious, wondering how many were playing possum.  So we began 
shooting all of them, just to make sure.57   

 
When faced with the possibility of being stabbed in the back by a “dead” Japanese 

soldier that was bypassed, it is not difficult to see why Marines adopted this practice.  

Another incident of a “fake surrender” occurred on July 4.   Marines from the 3rd 

Battalion, 2nd Marines encountered “six Japs [sic] manning a machine gun that had 

been shelled with 37-mm. canister.  They waved a white flag.  The Marines ceased 

firing.  Then five of the Japs [sic] ran to the rear, leaving one sniper to cover their 

retreat.  Only the sniper was killed.”58  There were some Marines too, who enjoyed 

killing Japanese.  One Marine from the 3rd Battalion, 2nd Marines took pride in his kill on 

July 4, following the occupation of Garapan “We passed a newly dead Jap [sic] about 

50 feet from the CP. „He tried to sneak through early this morning,‟ said [Major Ben] 

Owens.  A Marine who was digging a deeper foxhole on the side of the street looked up 

and grinned: „I killed him.‟”59 

Looting dead bodies for souvenirs was also a common practice among Marines.  

Most men simply wanted to get a samurai sword or Japanese firearm or other enemy 

paraphernalia.  Evidently, on Saipan looting was not restricted to enemy dead and 

members of the NTLF were caught looting the bodies of comrades.  The problem got so 

bad by the end of the campaign that NTLF issued “General Order Number 4-44: Looting 
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of Bodies.”60  Apparently, “the ghoulish practice of looting the bodies of our own dead on 

the field of battle is being practiced by individuals of this command.”61  Offenders were 

to be dealt with “the strictest disciplinary action.”62  They did not, however, go after dead 

Marines‟ gold teeth as some did with Japanese dead, certainly gruesome, unethical 

behavior.   

Collecting gold teeth from dead or dying Japanese soldiers was one practice that 

was observed by Marines on Saipan.  Rick Spooner described the behavior of one such 

Marine, Poncho Gutierrez.  During the Saipan campaign a new recruit was assigned to 

“learn the ropes” from Gutierrez whose first act was to show him his collection of 

souvenirs.  “Jones stared at his hands and their contents in horror and disbelief.  He 

was holding a score of human teeth, several with dried blood still on them.  All of the 

teeth had gold fillings.”63  Gabaldon was “tempted to get some gold teeth [off a dead 

Japanese soldier] I had spotted, but did not have anything to pull them with.”64   

At the beginning of the campaign when food and water were still available to 

Japanese soldiers and they still expected the Japanese Navy to come to their rescue, it 

became necessary for intelligence units to issue direct orders for Marines to take 

prisoners.  Marine veteran H.W. Johnson commented, “On Saipan, intelligence wanted 

to interrogate some Japanese soldiers but, were not able to get any prisoners to talk to.  

An order was issued that any Marine that had a chance to take a prisoner, and did not 
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want to be court martialed, should „bring him in alive.‟”65  In compliance with the order, 

Jesse R. Younce, Johnson‟s sergeant, “very reluctantly and with great disgust, brought 

his little soldier [Japanese POW] to our headquarters.”66   

This was, perhaps, a common attitude among some Marines because taking 

prisoners at all, but especially early in the campaign, certainly amplified their chances of 

being killed.  It was never possible to predict how Japanese soldiers would react to 

appeals to surrender.  In two days A Company of the 1st Battalion, 6th Marines, “suffered 

92 casualties in cleaning out Jap [sic] caves. . . . The company had killed 62 Japs [sic] 

in one cave, and had fetched 142 civilians out of another.  It had witnessed one rare 

scene; a Jap [sic] officer in a well had committed traditional hara-kiri by disemboweling 

himself in full view of his would-be captors.”67 

  Though “atrocities,” such as collecting gold teeth, were committed by Marines on 

Saipan there were plenty of situations in which American troops treated Japanese 

POWs humanely.  In fact, General Watson felt it necessary to criticize the division‟s 

language personnel for attempting to induce surrender “upon groups of armed military 

when attempts were known by language personnel to be futile from the start.”68  

Ironically, the method that brought about the most success, given the right 

circumstances, was “direct voice appeals,” in his estimation.69 

Japanese troops were usually taken prisoner following intense combat situations 

such as firefights.  It is during such times after combat when the relationship between, 
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for example, a U.S. Marine and Japanese soldier changed.  Before combat, each 

individual faced “one vast and undifferentiated power of evil,” that is the United States 

Marines or the Imperial Japanese Army rather than “John Doe” or “Eiichiro Haga.”70  

Whatever views each side retained after battle, to one extent or another they were 

faced with their enemy‟s humanity.  Indeed, the individual might have continued to hold 

a propagandized view of their enemy personified in the person they came into contact 

with or, perhaps, saw them as simply, fellow soldiers.  Philosopher and veteran John 

Glenn Gray remarked, “However shadowy and unknown in their essential nature enemy 

soldiers remain for the man in combat, their physical nearness forces a change in his 

abstract image of them.”71   

Rick Spooner, a rifleman with the 8th Marines on Saipan, was forced to come to 

terms with the “humanness” of his enemies following a firefight.  He commented:  

All of the things scattered on the ground throughout the clearing had belonged to 
people who had used them and cared about them.  The items now scattered in 

disarray caused a slight glimmer of understanding to come over [me].  The dead 
had recently been real people, human beings.  They had feelings just like [I] had.  
Prior to this moment it had been difficult for [me] to think of the Japs [sic] as 

being human.  All of the live ones he had encountered, thus far, had been brutal 
and merciless.  Somehow the simple possessions, strewn about this clearing 
humanized the Japanese.72   

 
What is clear during the Saipan campaign is that the response of the conqueror to the 

conquered was varied and affected by factors involved in each particular situation.   

Michael Patrick Ryan, a Marine veteran who fought on Saipan, describes an 

encounter between his runner and some Japanese soldiers in what was thought to be a 

secure location.  He remembered, "My runner came running down the hall saying 'I had 
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to shoot him!  I had to shoot him!‟  I found out that he was sitting on a box by a storage 

room . . . and he felt someone, or sensed someone; and he turned around, and there 

was a Japanese standing there.  So, he shot him and then he ran down the hall."73  

Clearly this Marine‟s response was triggered by surprise and survival instinct.  After the 

incident, however, it is apparent that the act of shooting another human being caused 

him distress: “I had to shoot him!  I had to shoot him!”  His language is notable as well, 

logically, if the runner viewed the Japanese soldier as inhuman, he would not have 

expressed regret at his actions.  Michelony felt sick the first time he shot a Japanese 

soldier.  He remarked, “If you‟ve never killed a man, if you‟ve never heard it, when you 

hear that bullet go through a man‟s helmet and brains, it makes you sick.  You just want 

to throw up, you know, it‟s just a frightening thing.”74  Here Michelony did not necessarily 

feel regret in killing a Japanese soldier but he did label his enemy as a man, human, 

and the act of killing someone whom he identified as human, the realness of it, evoked 

a psychosomatic response.    

At times in the campaign Marines rendered aid to the enemy even if it was not 

necessarily in their best interest.  In the following photograph a wounded Japanese 

soldier was dug out and rendered aid by Marines after being trapped in his foxhole 

under debris for four days.75 
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In one strange case “a Jap [sic] soldier walked into the Regimental CP” of the 6th 

Marines “and surrendered.”76  This was certainly rare.  Most Japanese POWs had to be 

coerced to surrender.  Brad Gates, another Second Division veteran of Saipan, 

described the actions of a Marine and Navy Corpsman concerned with helping a 

wounded Japanese prisoner.  He stated, "PFC [Private, First-Class] Tucker . . . noticed 

a Japanese soldier lying in some nearby bushes.  Taking the Japanese captive, Tucker 

observed him to be wounded.  Closer inspection determined that the wound was 

infected and that gangrene had set in.  Battery corpsmen treated the wound as best 

they could before the prisoner was sent to the rear to be placed in a prisoner camp."77  
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Marine veteran John F. Sullivan remembered a near fatal encounter with a Japanese 

soldier “We entered the concrete structure, and with a grunt, a still living Nip [sic] swung 

his bayonet at my body.  Speck saved my life as he grabbed the enemy‟s hands and 

squeezed them together as one would squeeze a lemon, and letting the bayonet drop at 

my feet. . . . as we moved our prisoner out into the glaring sun, my main thought was, 

„How lucky I was to be still living.‟”78 

 In the second example, despite directly threatening the life of a Marine, a 

Japanese soldier was taken prisoner rather than being killed outright.  If Marines were 

so eager to exterminate Japanese then such cases as this would not exist.  Some 

scholars might cast them off because American intelligence units ordered Marines to 

take prisoners; however, this is not an adequate explanation in all cases.   

Indeed, the following account of Second Marine Division veteran Richard E. 

Lewis shows that Marines sometimes put themselves directly in danger to help a 

Japanese soldier: 

While mopping up stragglers, Lewis and his fire team suddenly found themselves 

face-to-face with three Japanese stragglers. . . . The Japanese were seated, their 
weapons at their sides, perhaps attempting to eat some rations . . . As Lewis 
described it later "It was the look on their faces" that made him advance toward 

them, holding out his opened canteen, saying "mizu, mizu."  One of the enemy 
came forward took the canteen, sniffed at it and took a drink.  Afterward the other 
two Japanese attempted to shoot Lewis but were, instead, shot by Lewis‟s 

companions.  Afterwards, the Japanese prisoner was led to the prison camp.79 
 
Lewis‟s actions reveal one instance in which a Marine acted in a truly humanitarian 

fashion.  His concern was not for intelligence that might be extracted from a prisoner, 
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but rather aid for another human being.  This particular example can be measured 

against the model of the “racist soldier,” as described Gray.  Gray argued that, for the 

racist soldier, “war does become a desperate kind of game.  The enemy is sought out to 

be exterminated, not subdued.”80  Furthermore, “if [he was] to attempt to capture said 

enemy the danger of his retaliation and non-cooperation, even in the most desperate 

circumstances, would be extremely high and not worth the risk because „he [the enemy] 

is held to be incapable of grasping civilized rules of warfare.‟”81  Such a soldier or in this 

case a Marine, surely would not offer a canteen to his enemy. 

The most important document for examining American conduct on Saipan is a 

statement made by First Lieutenant Kenneth J. Hensely, 2nd Battalion, 6th Marines.  On 

the morning of July 9, 1944, Hensely was ordered “to go out on the reef in TANAPAG 

[sic] Harbor to pick up all enemy military prisoners that we could and to destroy those 

who would not surrender.”82  His experience varied from group to group.  In all there 

were five separate incidents in which Marine forces encountered Japanese soldiers and 

sailors who were attempting to make their final stand on the small islets in the harbor.   

The first group that Hensely‟s men encountered was hesitant to surrender but 

after “an hour and a half . . . finally one took the line and climbed in the boat.  The rest 

followed without disorder.”83  Saipan was officially declared secure by 4:00 p.m. hours 

the same day.84  Consequently, intelligence requirements were not a priority at this 

point; the operation was effectively over.  In that context, consequently, why would 
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American forces wait for an hour and a half to take prisoners when they could have 

simply wiped them out from their boats?  This, certainly, is not consistent with a force 

bent on the destruction of Japanese. 

Next, Hensely‟s force came upon a group of fifty to sixty Japanese troops heavily 

armed and led by one officer.85  Initially the group waved away Hensely‟s boats.  As his 

force moved closer the Japanese officer and soldiers armed with machine guns opened 

fire on American forces.  Consequently, the group was destroyed by Hensely‟s men.86  

In this case an effort was made to take the Japanese prisoner but was met with hostile 

resistance.  The Marines involved could hardly be blamed for defending themselves. 

The third group of Japanese soldiers that the Marines encountered included six 

Japanese soldiers and an officer.  Though one prisoner urged him to “kill these people 

on the reef,” the officer still made an effort to capture them.87  What transpired instead 

was gruesome yet consistent with Japanese behavior in other campaigns.  When boats 

closed within 500 yards of the small islet:  

The Jap [sic] officer then motioned his men to him one at a time, made them 

bend over and then chopped off the heads of four of the enemy soldiers with his 
sword.  We had then closed the range to about 200 yards and the Jap [sic] officer 

brandished his sword at us and chopped the water in front of him.  At this point 

we opened fire at the officer.  The fire killed him and the two remaining soldiers.88   
 

Events that occurred at the fourth islet were much less dramatic.  Hensely stated, “We 

proceeded about 1000 yards west and picked up four naked enemy soldiers who were 

unarmed and who came to the boat readily.”89  In this case the enemy was clearly ready 
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to surrender and Hensely‟s men were willing to take them prisoner.  The final group 

included four soldiers who “at first played dead but after a few shots were fired in their 

vicinity immediately came to life and surrendered without delay.”90   

 Lieutenant Hensely‟s report reveals several things about the conduct of Marines 

when taking prisoners.  First, it is clear that some Marines wanted to take prisoners if 

they could without risking themselves or their comrades to a high degree of danger.  

Second, even when exposed to a high degree of danger, Marines tried to take prisoners 

if possible.  Finally, in the context of this particular report, if Marines were faced with 

extremely hostile forces they acted in a manner that would secure the safety of 

themselves.  In an evaluation of the actions of Hensely and his men, their conduct 

seems reasonable given each circumstance.  They attempted to take prisoners when 

they could but the actions of Japanese troops forced them to eliminate some groups.  

Russell Lloyd, executive officer for the 6th Marines, related his personal frustration with 

Japanese tactics and the difficulty in taking prisoners in a letter dated July 9, 1944: 

Some [Japanese soldiers] of them swam out to the reef and all morning we have 

been trying to take them off.  They are naked and just will not give up.  They 
refuse to be taken aboard the boats we have sent out there for them so after they 
repeat their refusals a couple of times there is only one thing left to do.  However 

some have seen the light and give themselves up.  One wounded officer that was 
taken was very well educated and spoke English very well.  He wanted to know if 
there was to be a fourth term for the president and several other questions of 

domestic interest back home.  Certainly a strange war.91 
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Table 1: POWs Taken by the Second Marine Division, June 15, 1944-July 13, 1944
92

 

      

Date Civilians Military 

      
17-Jun 250 6 

18-Jun 90 2 

19-Jun 8 1 

20-Jun 440 0 

21-Jun 71 1 

22-Jun 164 3 

23-Jun 63 3 

24-Jun 32 6 

25-Jun 8 2 

26-Jun 26 2 

27-Jun 1 0 

28-Jun 13 3 

29-Jun 0 4 

30-Jun 0 4 

1-Jul 5 3 

2-Jul 395 1 

3-Jul 44 4 

4-5 July 256 16 

6-Jul 1 0 

7-Jul 0 0 

8-Jul 292 0 

9-Jul 35 29 

Total, 15 June-9 July 2194 90 

10-13 July 127 140 

Total for campaign 2321 230 
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By July 9, 1944, the day that General Holland Smith declared Saipan Island 

“secure,” 736 of the total number of Japanese troops--25,469 soldiers and 6,160 sailors-

-had been taken prisoner by NTLF forces.93  As the data in Table 1 demonstrates, of 

this total the Second Division was responsible for 90 captures or 12 percent.94  Four 

days later NTLF reported a total of 15,978 enemies buried with a large number 

remaining unburied, and 1,010 POWs.95  On July 13 the Second Division reported that 

their number of captured military POWs had increased by 140, bringing the Second 

Division‟s total number of military POWs for the campaign to 230, an increase of almost 

150 percent.96  Of the total number of corps POWs taken by July 13 the Second 

Division‟s portion rose from 12 percent to roughly 23 percent, almost double, in a period 

of four days.97   

How does one account for such a dramatic increase in such a short period of 

time?  There is evidence that, following the end of organized resistance, Japanese 

troops and civilians were more likely to surrender to American forces.  Their lack of food 

and water further increased the likelihood that material needs might outweigh 

ideological motivation to die for the emperor.   

After July 9, Japanese survivors fled into the jungles and hills and continued to 

ambush American patrols and surrender to American garrison forces well into February 

1945.  During this mopping up period Japanese soldiers and civilians surrendered in 

much great numbers than they had during the operation, often looking for aid.  On the 
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night of July 13, the 6th Marines took nine POWs who were “wandering around their 

lines looking for food and water.”98   

General Watson noted, “Although organized resistance had ceased, hundreds of 

enemy soldiers and civilians still occupied almost inaccessible places of refuge.”99  

Second Division veteran Burrell A. Tipton commented, "There were still plenty of live 

Japanese living in the caves that dotted the hills.  Occasionally a Japanese soldier 

would join our chow line for food.  He was usually apprehended."100  Following the death 

of a Navy WAVES [Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service] volunteer who 

was souvenir hunting in the restricted zone of the island (where Japanese soldiers were 

known to be holding out), "All garrison personnel were made into infantry, tank people 

included, and a wide sweep was made to clear the island of any remaining Japs [sic].  

Well, the Marines killed 100 Japanese, but the Japs [sic] got their share of 150 Marines, 

which wasn't too good an exchange."101  The Second Division conducted “extensive 

patrol and mopping up activities” in its zone of activity until July 14, when “the Division 

was assembled in bivouac areas where organization and preparations in Phase III, 

FORAGER, (TINIAN) entered their final stages.”102   

  It is clear that the Second Division made genuine attempts to take military 

prisoners during the Saipan campaign.  It is also clear, however, that they were only 

marginally effective.  However, it should be noted that more Japanese troops were 

taken prisoner at Saipan than in any other campaign.  More prisoners were not taken, in 
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part, due to Japanese behavior but also inadequate preparation on the part of the 

Marines.  Corps intelligence was not as critical of propaganda efforts, especially 

regarding propaganda leaflets.   

NTLF Intelligence argued that propaganda leaflets were successful in bringing 

about the surrender of military personnel because of a relatively large number of military 

prisoners obtained compared to all previous operations.  As of July 27, NTLF had 1,734 

military prisoners, “896 of whom were Japanese POWs, including 16 officers ranking 

from full naval commander down.”  The other 838 were Korean.103     

Second, “Of the Japanese military prisoners interrogated approximately fifty 

percent had seen and read propaganda leaflets.”  In addition, “many more bodies were 

found with leaflets in the pockets, indicating that both distribution and reception were 

pretty good.”104  Some POWs said that “the texts were ridiculous,” however, corps 

intelligence attributed this to social pressure not to surrender, and argued “that as 

individuals they would have been willing to surrender but feared social pressure or 

physical violence from their own officers or NCOs if they tried to give themselves up.”105   

General Watson was more critical of propaganda leaflets.  He noted that 

propaganda in general was somewhat effective in bringing about surrender, more so in 

the case of civilians; however, because both Japanese civilians and soldiers were 

indoctrinated with the very real fear that “they will be tortured and killed by us if they are 

captured,” it was always difficult to effect their surrender.106  Watson was well-aware of 
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difficulties encountered by his command in obtaining prisoners on Saipan, but he also 

knew the importance of capturing troops evidenced by his suggestion that “more 

determined attempts be made, both before and during operations, to propagandize 

Japanese military to remove their fear of death and torture in the event of capture.”107 

General Watson asserted that propaganda leaflets were only marginally 

successful in bringing about surrender of Japanese troops.  Indeed, division intelligence 

concurred with this assessment and noted “no striking results . . . in preliminary 

interrogations few have admitted having seen the leaflets and those indicated rather 

poor results.”  The report continued: 

The experiences in this campaign reinforce the belief previously arrived at, that 
Japanese military men do not surrender for two reasons, (1) the well-known fact 

that a Japanese soldier‟s individual mission is not completed when his particular 
unit‟s mission is no longer capable of effectuation; and (2) that he must die rather 
than surrender, together with a great human and animal fear that he will be 

tortured and killed by us if he is captured.108   
 

Ironically, it was a Japanese fear of Americans as “Other,” born of a systematic 

propaganda campaign that accounted in part for the relatively low number of Japanese 

POWs taken by American Marines. 

Boardman noted that the primary failure with the leaflets aimed at Japanese 

troops “made much of the overwhelming might of land, sea, and air forces shortly to be 

directed against Saipan.  They emphasized the hopeless nature of the final outcome,” 

but in reality merely “reflected our ignorance of actual conditions on Saipan.”109  
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Consequently, “The soldiers evidently awaited demonstration of the hopelessness of 

their cause.”110   

Indeed a quick glance at pamphlet number one, dropped after June 20, clearly 

reveals this failing.111  It informs the Japanese that their water and food sources have 

been destroyed by artillery and that reinforcements would not be forthcoming.  In 

addition it asserts that some Japanese military personnel had already surrendered.  

Every Japanese soldier, upon seeing this leaflet, would no doubt question its message.  

At that point most of the island remained under the control of the Japanese and there 

was still plenty of food and water available to most troops.  The Japanese fleet was 

defeated on June 20; however, experience proved that, even after this defeat, most 

Japanese troops held up the hope until much later in the campaign that the Combined 

Fleet would deliver Saipan from its would-be captors.112  A POW confirmed this failing in 

the Division‟s operations report dated June 24: “POW says that our propaganda 

dropped before the attack was excellent.  However, the propaganda we dropped since 

our attack has been poor and does not fit the situation, ie., the enemy do not consider 

themselves in dire straits as yet.”113  Another POW taken the same day “indicated no 

shortage of food or water among the military.”114  

Watson explored the failure of the leaflets further.  First, as noted above, the 

amount of leaflets dropped did not saturate the area appropriately.  In fact, Watson 

asserted that, “It would not have been amiss for 1,000,000 leaflets to have been 
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dropped in an area the size of Saipan.”115  He made several recommendations on how 

to better get the propaganda leaflets in the hands of enemy soldiers and civilians.  For 

example, he suggested printing the pages on both sides, printing them on colored 

paper, and improving the training of artillery and air observer units in handling and 

dropping or firing propaganda packets into enemy territory.  His most valuable 

suggestion was that “higher echelons organize a propaganda section to be sent into the 

field with combat units, well equipped with paper, presses, artillery shells, and all the 

equipment and organization necessary to print repeated appeals on the spot.”116 

There was also a failure among language personnel.  Second Division 

intelligence noted: 

Japanese language personnel, both enlisted and officer, who have joined this 
Division from language schools, have uniformly had more training in and are 
more adept at written than they are at spoken Japanese.  Experience has proven 

that the duties of language personnel in units of the size of a division or lower 
revolve primarily about speaking and understanding spoken Japanese.  It is 
therefore strongly recommended that more emphasis be placed in language 

schools upon training personnel to speak and understand Japanese than at the 
present time.  An outstanding failing noted in all language personnel received by 
this Division is their lack of a vocabulary of Japanese military terms.  This lack is 

especially noticeable among graduates of the Navy Language School at Boulder, 
Colorado.  It is urged that, before being sent to duty with a combat division, a 
language student should be given more training in this category.117 

 
In addition, as noted at the beginning of the chapter, the divisions were not allotted the 

recommended number of personnel.  Despite this personnel shortage, however, division 

intelligence reported them as “well-qualified linguistically and, in spite of their lack of 
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previous experience in field language work, did an excellent job.”118  This evaluation is 

somewhat skewed.  Any failings by language personnel were partly exonerated by their 

use of Japanese prisoners and Saipanese civilians to aid in collection efforts.  Both 

groups, obviously, could appeal on a more personal level to military and civilian 

holdouts, and raised the likelihood of surrender exponentially versus the use of Marine 

language personnel alone.  In this respect Marines used their resources well but their 

lack of experience speaking Japanese in a native environment was clearly a detriment 

to collection efforts in general.  Coupled with personnel shortages, perhaps, these 

difficulties resulted in a smaller number of prisoners taken as could have been. 

The Second Division‟s conduct against Japanese troops on Saipan was varied.  

The institutional guidelines were in place, but ethical conduct of Marines always 

depended on the individuals‟ choices in any given situation.  In general, they made 

concerted efforts to take prisoners, but some atrocities occurred.  At the same time 

some Marines acted in accordance within the guidelines of FM 27-10 and were humane 

in their treatment of prisoners.  Their record on Saipan provides a strong case that one 

cannot safely make the argument that, generally, Marines wanted to exterminate the 

Japanese.  Their frustration with Japanese behavior was apparent.  It is clear that by 

American standards Japanese troops did not “play by the rules.”  Consequently, some 

Marines decided to play by their own rules as well; however, other Marines continued to 

maintain ethical conduct when possible.  This becomes even more evident when one 

examines their behavior towards Japanese, Korean, and Saipanese civilians.    
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CHAPTER IV 
 

 
CIVILIANS 

 

 
Forager was the first campaign in which American forces would come into 

contact with enemy civilians and suspected collaborators, native civilians, up to that 

point in the Pacific war.  Planners were wary of enemy civilians as potential enemies but 

were still prepared to treat them as non-combatants if given the opportunity.  According 

to invasion plans outlined in Northern Troops and Landing Forces Administration Order 

3-44, all “non-allied personnel” were “considered prisoners of war and treated as such 

until their exact status is determined.”1  Once properly identified, “Native inhabitants are 

not considered enemy nationals,” and were defined as, “Korean and non-enemy 

Asiatics.”2  American leaders, however, did not know how Micronesian natives would 

behave towards American troops on Saipan and Tinian once the invasion began.3  This 

concern was born of recent history. 

 The native civilian population of Saipan at the time of the U.S. invasion was 

composed primarily of two Micronesian groups: the Chamorros who were directly 

descended from indigenous groups found in the Marianas and Carolinians whose 

descendants arrived from the Caroline Islands.4  Before Japanese occupation, both 
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Chamorros and Saipanese Carolinians had been under the influence of, or at least in 

contact with, some European nation since Magellan first landed on Guam in 1521.5  

Subsequently, the island served as a resupply station for Spanish ships sailing between 

colonies in the Philippine Islands and Mexico.6  Spain continued to use the Marianas for 

this purpose until the United States acquired Guam following the Spanish-American war 

of 1898 at which time, in addition, Germany purchased the remaining Islands, including 

Saipan, as well as the Caroline Islands from Spain.7   

German developers based in Saipan attempted to develop the islands during 

their tenure as colonial masters.  During this period the Germans sought to turn both 

Chamorros and Carolinians into a native work force that could farm and export copra 

(dried coconut meat from which coconut oil was derived).8  Largely these efforts met 

with failure as “natives, who lived by individual subsistence farming and fishing, had little 

use for money and were not easily attracted to wage-earning labor.”9          

Following World War I, the newly founded League of Nations declared the 

Japanese Empire mandate of the Marianas (excluding Guam) and the Caroline Islands, 

though the Japanese had actually captured Saipan and Tinian from Germany in August 

1914.  Consequently, German administration of Saipan was short lived, and its 
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population was subject to Japanese rule for almost twenty-seven years before American 

involvement in the Pacific War.10  

Some Saipanese civilians were content with Japanese administration of their 

island before the war and even intermarried with Japanese immigrants.  Saipanese 

native, Antonieta Ada, a product of a Japanese and Chamorro marriage, remembered, 

“Life started to change several years before Saipan was invaded by the Americans,” but 

before the war, “it was very peaceful . . . There was not much crime . . . Everybody 

helped one another in those days.  If you wanted to build a house, friends and families 

came to help you.”11  

The total civilian population of the island during this period was dominated by 

Japanese immigrants brought there after 1920 through the Japanese South Seas 

Development Company.12  The company used these laborers primarily in sugar cane 

cultivation and its refinement centered on the largest sugar mill in the town of Charan-

Kanoa.13  According to the 1939 census of the island the Japanese population had 

reached 25,000, Koreans 280, Chamorros 2,339, Kanaka natives 883, and 14 

foreigners, most likely Catholic nuns and priests, representatives of the primary religion 

of the indigenousness people.14   

American victories at Tarawa in November 1943 and Kwajalein in January 1944 

brought American forces closer to the Marianas and caused Japanese military 
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leadership and civilian administration on Saipan to more strictly control Saipanese 

society.  In fact:  

During March 1944 virtually all civilian work was stopped.  Schools and the sugar 

company closed, most agriculture ended, and every available hand turned to 
constructing such works as trenches, revetments, hundreds of food and 
ammunition storage shelters, a new airfield under the direction of the Japanese 

Island Command.15 
   
Propaganda that demonized Americans was circulated throughout the island.  A 

Saipanese woman who had been a school girl during the war remarked, "In school our 

[Japanese] teachers told us the American will kill all men and take our girls to the 

U.S.”16  In fact, during the campaign, the Japanese issued their own series of 

propaganda leaflets “that said the Americans were going to kill all the men and take the 

women and children to the ships.”17   

The island‟s local Catholic Church and other public buildings were requisitioned 

by the Japanese military.18  In 1941 or 1942, the home of Juan Blanco, a Chamorro 

civilian, was taken over by the Japanese military in Garapan.19  Chamorros were used 

as forced labor to construct defenses and air bases on Guam, Saipan, and Tinian.  

Escolastica Tudela Cabrera, a girl during the Saipan operation, remarked, “when the 

fighting started the Japanese became mean.  We became like slaves--forced labor.  
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Then the Japanese really treated us like third-class citizens.  They would come to our 

farm and take whatever they wanted.  If we protested they would threaten us.”20  The 

family home of Saipanese native David Sablan was raided by the Kempeitai (Japanese 

military police) and his father was charged and arrested for being an American spy.21     

During the military‟s preparations for an American invasion in March 1944, 

Chamorro, Saipanese Carolinian, Korean, and Japanese civilians in Garapan and 

Charan-Kanoa began evacuating their homes.22  In addition, “5,000, mostly Japanese 

women and children were evacuated,” from the island during this same month.23  As 

American forces intensified naval and air bombardment directly before the invasion, 

remaining civilian families fled to the hills and forests of the island‟s interior where they 

took refuge in shelters and caves.24  Months before, American planners were concerned 

about how the Japanese-dominated civilian population would react to their invaders.  

Would they be welcomed as liberators or confronted as enemies? 

Saipanese civilians played a key role in American pre-campaign plans.  

Strategists constructed guidelines under which troops would interact with the native 

population based upon codes established in United States Army and Navy Manual of 

Military Government and Civil Affairs--War Department Field Manual 27-5, Navy 
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Department OpNav 50E-3.25  Where FM 27-10 dealt with rules of warfare in general, FM 

27-5 outlined the conduct of American forces specifically regarding civilians, their 

treatment, and administration while interned.  Like FM 27-10, FM 27-5 was based upon 

treaties signed by the United States and other Western nations before World War II.  

They addressed the role of civilians in war and the impact that war has upon their lives 

as well as what is required of American forces to reduce that impact as much as 

possible in order to return their society to a normal state of being.  The document is 

important because like FM 27-10, FM 27-5 established a code of conduct under which 

Marines were expected to operate, and guaranteed a certain level of treatment to 

enemy and native civilians that American forces with whom would come into contact.   

In accordance with FM 27-10, division commanders were given five primary 

duties that affected civilian lives and property according to VAC Administration Order 3-

44.  They were required to “A. Intern civilian population; B. Segregate civilian 

population; C. Safeguard civilian population; D. Conserve public property;” and, ”E. 

Conserve private property.”26  Civilians‟ personal possessions “will not be seized if they 

are not of intelligence value and hazardous to peace or good order.”27  American units 

were expected “to assure the provisioning and health of the local population,” with local 

supplies, supplies set aside specifically for this purpose, and supplies “allocated to the 

military forces to the extent that the military situation permits.”28   
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Plans dictated that civilians were to be initially gathered at internment points 

established at the regimental level before being passed on to division intelligence and 

civil affairs personnel.29  They would then be sorted at examining centers “provided by 

Division Commanders,” where, “rations, water, transportation will be available.”30  At this 

point soldiers and civilians were separated and passed on to undergo further 

processing.  Those that had valuable intelligence were retained by D-2 personnel and 

then passed along to corps intelligence (G-2), the rest were to be segregated by 

group.31  Combat units were expected to turn over civilians to corps civil affairs 

personnel as fast as possible to avoid encumbering themselves while trying to fight 

Japanese units, as well as ensure that proper medical care, housing, and provisioning 

was available to them.  To this end a central camp was planned where civilians could be 

monitored and provided for until the island was secure and rebuilding efforts could 

begin.    

On an individual level, each Marine who took part in the campaign was issued a 

“20-page indoctrination pamphlet . . . designed to acquaint the officers and men with the 

general aspect of the island, the fact we would for the first time encounter large civilian 

groups [and] their rights under international law.”32  Propaganda, as in the case of 

Japanese troops, was to be used extensively by NTLF to effect surrender of civilians, 

primarily through leaflets and direct personal appeals made by language personnel and 

civilian internees via loudspeaker, if possible, as well as Marines with the knowledge of 
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basic Japanese phrases.  The process was the same as in the case of Japanese 

troops.33  “Throughout the operation, other leaflets showered from the sky before major 

advances, giving the people a safe route of approach and a time limit before the guns 

and planes went to work.”34   

Eugene P. Boardman, an interpreter with the Second Division remarked, 

“[C]onsiderable thought was devoted to civilians.  Civilians were to stay off the highways 

and away from towns or camps.  They were asked to approach our lines during the day 

waving white cloths.  The Americans would hold their fire and treat them kindly.  Food, 

water and medical care would be provided.”35  For example, leaflet number three in the 

Appendix notes, “all non-combatants, whether Japanese, Korean or natives . . . will 

come unarmed and carrying white flags held high.  If they do this, the American forces 

will receive them and save their lives.  Americans do not want to kill non-combatants.” 

Thus, Marines were indoctrinated through every stage of planning with rules 

regulating their behavior toward civilians.  Moreover, this fact emphasizes that rules 

regulating Marines‟ treatment of civilians were paramount in the Saipan campaign.  

Clearly, Marines knew what was expected of them.  There were also administrative 

plans in place to both effect the surrender of civilians and provide for their needs when 

this happened, which presents two questions: How effective were plans laid out before 

the campaign?  And how did individual Marines conduct themselves toward civilians on 

Saipan?   
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The Second Division recorded its first civilian prisoners, 250 of them, on June 

17.36    Two days later it established a large permanent stockade that was divided into 

several sections, one for military POWs and the other for civilians.37  The civilians were 

further “screened and separated within the camp as Japanese, Koreans, Chamorros 

and Carolinians, the latter two groups being kept together.”38 The camp was centrally 

located near Lake Susupe and its total area encompassed 600 square yards.  On June 

23 corps civil affairs command designated the Second Division camp as “Internment 

Camp Number 1,” and it served as the corps POW and civilian internment camp for the 

rest of the campaign.39   

Under Second Division control, accommodations for civilians were barely 

adequate at first.  As war correspondent Robert Sherrod noted, this state of internment 

camps was fairly universal for every unit‟s facilities during the early period of the 

campaign.40  There were few structures.  Most civilians lived in tents or make-shift 

shacks but were under some shade to protect them from the sun.41    Sherrod goes on 

to present a good general description of the process of screening and interning civilians 

based on the Second Division‟s camp:  

The civilians were first taken to a small stockade, where they were screened.  
Japs [sic] were separated from Chamorros, and a few soldiers who had put on 

civilian clothes were weeded out.  Then they were taken to the big stockade, a 

fenced-in area about 500 yards square which contained some small houses and 
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lentos.  Inside the enclosure there were trees, pine, palm, papaya, and banana, 
which furnished some shelter.42 

   
There was plenty of potable water available from a well in the Japanese camp 

constructed by the Second Division water purification unit.43  Civilians were fed primarily 

through captured Japanese supplies when possible, but this source was supplemented 

by American rations when necessary.44  If injured, civilians received medical care by 

Navy corpsmen or were transferred to the 31st Field Hospital (the corps main facility); 

individuals with mortal wounds were sometimes evacuated to hospital ships off the 

coast.45   

The Second Division typically encountered civilians before or after firefights.  

Japanese troops, however, did sometimes use civilians as shields when assaulting 

Marine lines.  Division intelligence reports noted, “The enemy during night attacks 

sometimes screened themselves behind civilians when approaching our lines.”46    

There is some scant evidence that a number of civilians were organized into a 

militia.  According to division intelligence “The orgn [organization] of the Japanese 

civilian population was into quasi-military bodies only and did not produce a unit that 

opposed our forces to any known degree.”47  Members of these organizations did 
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provide some difficulty, however, for Marines who could not, at times, distinguish 

between them and soldiers because “members of the above gps [groups] and many 

sugar company workers, wore uniforms of somewhat the same cut and appearance as 

a soldiers uniform.”48   

Boardman, based on his personal experience, confirmed this assessment, “Many 

Jap [sic] soldiers mixed with these civilians,” and consequently, “our troops had trouble 

distinguishing them, since the khaki work clothes and caps issued by the South Seas 

Development Company were similar in appearance to the ordinary army uniforms.”49  

Consequently, some civilians were fired upon by Marines, especially when they were 

accompanied by Japanese soldiers and sailors.  The identification of civilians was 

further complicated by the difficulty that Marines had in recognizing the physical or 

“racial” differences between Chamorros, Carolinians, Koreans, and Japanese.  One 

Marine, Richard Spooner, a private with the 8th Marines on Saipan now retired, 

remarked, “We couldn‟t tell the difference between Jap [sic] civilians and Chamorros, 

but if they surrendered peacefully we tried to treat them well.”50  In the following 

photograph a corpsman and Marine riflemen are seen administering care to an injured 

Japanese girl.51  This was often the case when Marines could get families to surrender. 

Reportedly, some civilians attacked Marines alongside soldiers.  On July 15 the 

Second Marines “killed 4 women dressed in Jap [sic] uniforms . . . The women were 
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carrying hand grenades.”52  Russell Lloyd, executive officer of the 6th Marines, noted 

that some women alongside Japanese soldiers, “come down at night with the men and 

some are armed with either bayonets tied on sticks or carry hand grenades.”53  The 

largest action including civilians as belligerents was the gyokusai attack on the morning 

of July 7 when a force of 3,000 Japanese troops and civilians attacked the 105th 

Infantry.54  Corps intelligence was unable to identify or provide the exact numbers or 

groups involved in the attack.55 

When civilians were killed, it was usually during firefights between American and 

Japanese forces, especially as Marines attempted to neutralize remaining Japanese 

troops in caves and strongholds.  In other cases, as noted above, they were openly 

belligerent, mistaken as Japanese troops, or used as shields by Japanese troops.  On 

July 1, “6 men and a woman” were killed by K Company, 6 th Marines during a Japanese 

night raid.56  Fourteen days later “the 2ndMarDiv reported about 15 civilians waving 

flags and trying to surrender . . . being fired on by 27thInfDiv troops.”57   

According to Second Division intelligence, a large percentage of Chamorro 

civilians captured by the unit “were encountered in the first 10 days of the campaign in 

the southern part of the hill mass.  Their capture created no major problems.”58  On 

June 20 around the foothills of Mount Tapotchau units from the Sixth Marines led “a 

group of 300 civilians, mostly Chamorros, some Japs [sic], who had been fetched out of 
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caves.  It was enough to make a man weep to see the desperation with which little 

children drank the first water they had had in four days.”59  John Francis Sullivan, a 

Marine who was part of that group, “wound up at the point, with a child under each 

arm.”60 

In the following photograph a Marine is seen coaxing Chamorro civilians out of a 

cave.61  Titled “Holed Up,” the picture presents an ideal situation in which civilian 

capture was easily effected by a Second Division patrol. 
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David Sablan, one of the Chamorro boys captured by the Second Division 

related his experience with the Marines: One of the Marines said, “Without fear, with 

your hands up, come out.”  He said that in broken Japanese.  Because of what the 

Japanese told us--that the Americans would do terrible things to us if we were captured-

-we thought of killing ourselves. . . . One of the Marines was getting ready to throw a 

hand grenade into the cave.  Once again he said in broken Japanese, “Without fear, 

with your hands up come out.”  That is when my dad popped out and said in English, “I 

surrender!” . . . At that point my father yelled back in the cave for everybody to come 

out. . . . They gave us water and we saw that one of them had a rosary around his neck,  

 

Figure 4: Holed Up 
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so we figured they were good guys.  They were not out to kill us.62 These Marines did 

not know that the cave held friendly Chamorro civilians.  They did not go into the 

situation determined to exterminate whoever was in the cave, but tried to take prisoners, 

perhaps at their own risk.  This is a good example of the efforts of Marines in the 

Second Division to take civilians prisoner. 

 In another example Marines put themselves directly in danger to save civilians.  

Saipanese Carolinian, Felipe Iguel Ruak, and his family were taking refuge on a hill 

above Tanapag Harbor when a group of Marines came to their aid while Japanese 
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Figure 5: Good Care 
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soldiers fired on them from above on a cliff.  Despite machine gun fire and Japanese 

grenades, the Marines “were running toward us.  They threw themselves on the ground 

again and signaled us to do the same. . . . After the Americans killed all the Japanese 

that were above our cave,” they rescued the civilians.63  Ruak‟s sister, Rosiana, was 

wounded in the head.  Marines “gave her medicine to save her life, but there was 

nothing they could do.”64  

First Lieutenant Lewis Meyers and his squad captured a large mixed group of 

Chamorro and Japanese civilians toward the end of the campaign.  He remarked, 

“Before the day was half over our men had given away the contents of their canteens.”65  

Later one of his BAR men jumped into the ocean, “and pulled out three women,” who 

had attempted to commit suicide and “changed their minds and were struggling against 

death in the sea.”66    

The following photograph gives the reader a good idea of what a procession of 

civilians being led to internment camps looked like on Saipan.  Titled “Bag and 

Baggage,” this group of Korean, Chamorro, Carolinian, and Japanese civilians are 
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being led to the central internment camp by Marines.67 

               

 
The title of this photograph requires comment.  Civilians were often considered a 

hindrance or “baggage” for units.  Their capture represented a pause in the battle for 

Marines but was a distraction from the overall goals of campaign.  It took time to feed 

civilians, give them water, treat their wounds, and send them to internment camps.  At 

the same time Marines felt compassion for these people and tried to help them as best 

they could.  Meyers presented an article on the problem in The Marine Corps Gazette in 

1945.  He noted shortcomings in the approach taken by American forces towards 
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civilians on Saipan, especially the shortage of able interpreters.  He argued that the 

correction of this weakness, as well as general education of Marines in handling 

civilians, “should eliminate some of the horror and misery of Saipan.  No one wants to 

fight with women and children around.”68  He continued, “Naturally the babies will 

continue to ignore us.  But we hope to persuade their parents to get them out of the way 

and let us get on with the war.”69   

Marines noted how demoralizing it was for them when civilians refused to 

surrender, but would rather destroy themselves and their families, or, when Japanese 

troops would not allow civilians to surrender and killed them themselves.  “That‟s one 

aspect of this civilian problem,” remarked a Marine “The most hardened troops react to 

the sight of a yawning baby awaking on the back of its dead mother.”70  Members of the 

6th Marines encountered one Japanese man who “cut the throats of his wife and child, 

and had told the Americans, boastfully, „That is what we will do when you get to the 

empire.‟”71  Woods B. Kyle commanding officer of the 1st Battalion, 2nd Marines, noted, 

“We had quite a difficult time getting them all out of the cliffs, which was quite a terrible 

sight. . . . The disheartening thing was that you really couldn‟t stop these people, you 

couldn‟t get them to surrender.”72   

This was most evident in the mass suicides that took place on Marpi Point on 

July 11.  “Hundreds of civilians killed themselves rather than walk a few feet to safety in 

our lines,” remarked Meyers, “They ignored the pleas of others already captured, even 
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though often the prisoners could be seen eating and drinking behind our lines.”73  Guy 

Gabaldon, a scout with the 8th Marines, witnessed a Japanese woman running with her 

baby toward a cliff in order to commit murder/suicide.  “I shout at her,” remarked 

Gabaldon, “begging her not to kill herself and the baby in her arms.  I‟m pleading, trying 

to assure her, but she is determined.”74  Gabaldon intended to shoot her legs to stop her 

from killing her baby; however, his superior officer said, “‟Don‟t do it Guy . . . we can‟t kill 

a defenseless woman.‟”75  Shortly afterwards she jumped off the cliff.  In the end, “They 

lay there, bodies broken, moaning in the hot tropical sun.  What a waste! ”76     

 The most telling piece of evidence is a short section in a letter written by Lloyd to 

his wife dated July 14.  The first half of the following excerpt reflects anger, disgust, and 

bewilderment over the civilian suicides at Marpi and the campaign in general; indeed, 

the nature of the Japanese people as he understands it.  Lloyd remarked:  

Some of the things I have seen here are almost unbelievable but will have to wait 
for the telling but you can just put it in your book that the sooner that race is 

completely destroyed the better the world will be.  Mass suicide is the rule rather 
than the exception and even to the smallest children they have the idea that we 
are going to kill them to the last soul and that they might just as well die by their 

own hands as fall into ours.77 
   
Lloyd‟s frustration was apparent in this passage but it also revealed his internal struggle 

with Japanese behavior.  He connected exterminationist rhetoric with illogical (from an 

American perspective) conduct.  This was evidenced directly in the paragraph that 

followed:   
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There are some who have seen the light and found that we are not going to eat 
them but in many cases where some of a group have wanted to give up others in 

the group have destroyed them rather than let them come to us.  It is not 
pleasant and they continue to resist where ever we find them in caves or other 
holes.78 

 
Capturing civilians on Saipan was almost never an easy or safe task.  Often it resulted 

in the injury or death of civilians and Marines.  It was routinely a traumatic situation 

made worse by Japanese troops bent on their own destruction and determined to 

prevent that of their countrymen.  It was hard for Marines to understand this.  It was 

especially demoralizing for Marines when women and children killed themselves rather 

surrender, or they failed to prevent Japanese troops from killing their own people who 

were trying to surrender.  For some Marines the answer was extermination of the 

Japanese because their behavior was so unfathomable.  Others continued to save who 

they could.  These people were human, too, and did not deserve to be exterminated.   

How successful was propaganda?  What do the records say?  We have explored 

the personal experiences of both civilians and Marines.  These sources, however, do 

not give us the broader picture of success or failure of Marines in effecting surrender of  

Saipanese civilians.  Consequently, it is important to explore official documents to gain 

some perspective.  

A key tool in effecting the surrender of any civilians on Saipan was American 

propaganda, particularly among Chamorro, Saipanese Carolinians, and Koreans.  It 

was also somewhat successful among Japanese civilians and certainly much more 

successful with this group than Japanese military personnel.  Initial contact with civilians 

was made via propaganda leaflets.  Civilians often read them, when they were not 
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 Brigadier General Russell Lloyd, Letters, July 1944, Box 3, Personal Paper Collection, 
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confiscated by the Japanese military, and noted this when captured by Marines.  For 

example, on June 16 “Enemy civilians . . .  stated their surrendering was due to 

propaganda leaflets dropped by U. S. planes.  One Jap [sic] POW stated the 

propaganda dropped on D-1 was successful in getting civilians out of the way.”79 

 General Watson‟s report to NTLF noted several trends in the success and failure 

of propaganda leaflets among civilians.  First, “Appeals to native Chamorros and 

Kanakas, it is believed from preliminary interrogation, were effective.  Many had seen 

the leaflets and only waited for Americans to arrive in order to surrender.”80  By the end 

of the campaign it became clear that Chamorro and Saipanese Carolinians, “wished 

only to be clear of the war, or were so unfavorably disposed towards the Japanese that 

they wished to take any chance of surrender to us.”81  Watson noted that leaflets were 

also successful among Koreans: 

Many Koreans taken, including most of those attached to the military, had seen 
or heard of our leaflets, which stressed the old cleavages between Japanese and 

Koreans, the Koreans‟ long struggle against oppression, and the poss ibility of a 
free Korea after the war.  All Koreans who had seen the leaflets felt that they 
were effective and would always prove so with their nationals.82 

 
Leaflets that targeted Japanese civilians, argued Watson, were not as 

successful, “due to the too generalized character of the appeal made rather than to any 

great resistance to propaganda on the part of these civilians,” a criticism that was 

echoed by the corps civil affairs unit as well.83  Second Division Intelligence 

recommended “that higher echelons organize a propaganda section to be sent into the 
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 HQNTLF, “G-2 Periodic Report No. 2,” Box 316, RG 127, NACP. 
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 HQ2MD, “Second Marine Division Operations Report, Phase I, Forager, Part I, Special Action 
Report, Part III, Intelligence,” Box 323, RG 127, NACP. 
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 Ibid. 
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 Ibid. 
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 HQ2MD, “Second Marine Division Operations Report, Phase I, Forager, Part I, Special Action 

Report, Part III, Intelligence,” Box 323, RG 127, NACP. 
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field with combat units, well equipped with paper, presses, artillery shells, and all 

equipment and organization necessary to print repeated 

appeals on the spot.”85 

 
How, then, were Japanese civilians taken prisoner in any significant numbers?  

First, it is important to examine the actual number of prisoners taken by the Second 
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 HQ2MD, “Second Marine Division Operations Report, Phase I, Forager: Part I, Special Action 
Report, Section VI, Narrative Account,” Box 323, RG 127, NACP. 
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 HQ2MD, “Second Marine Division Operations Report, Phase I, Forager, Part II, Special 

Comments, Activity (C) Intelligence,” Box 323, RG 127, NACP. 

Table 2: POWs Taken by the Second Marine Division, 15 June 1944-13 July 194484
 

      
Date Civilians Military 

      17-Jun 250 6 

18-Jun 90 2 

19-Jun 8 1 

20-Jun 440 0 

21-Jun 71 1 

22-Jun 164 3 

23-Jun 63 3 

24-Jun 32 6 

25-Jun 8 2 

26-Jun 26 2 

27-Jun 1 0 

28-Jun 13 3 

29-Jun 0 4 

30-Jun 0 4 

1-Jul 5 3 

2-Jul 395 1 

3-Jul 44 4 

4-5 July 256 16 

6-Jul 1 0 

7-Jul 0 0 

8-Jul 292 0 

9-Jul 35 29 

Total, 15 June-9 July 2194 90 

10-13 July 127 140 

Total for campaign 2321 230 
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Division.  Clearly the Second Division had more success taking civilian prisoners than 

military.  This fact is born out through numbers.  The Second Division took a total of 

2,321 civilian prisoners from D-Day to July 13.86  At the end of the same period, the total 

number of civilian POWs in the custody of corps civil affairs was 13,289.87  

Consequently, for the operation, the Second Division‟s captures were roughly 18 

percent of the total.  Compared with percentage of Japanese and Korean military 

prisoners taken by the division by July 13--23 percent of the total--the number of military 

prisoners taken is remarkable.   

When one examines the actual number of military prisoners taken compared to 

civilian, however, civilian captures far exceed that of military captures--2,321 versus 

230.88  To put this in perspective, merely 9 percent of the total number of prisoners 

taken by the Second Division were military.  That means almost nine out of ten 

prisoners captured were civilians.  Clearly, the Second Division had far more success, 

as did all the American divisions, in capturing civilians than military prisoners.     

 

                                              
86 See Table 1.  The total number is based on the 1939 census minus 5,000 Japanese civilians 

that left the island in March 1944.  The exact breakdown of groups of civilians is very difficult to determine 
because there was only occasionally a breakdown given in the Second Division personnel, intelligence, 
and operations reports.  An overall breakdown was never given Second Division records, though NTLF 
Civil Affairs does have such a report for the total number of civilian internees brought in by all three 
divisions. Further complicated the manner is the fact that Korean and Japanese troop numbers were 
included with "new" captures for each day and were not often broken down into civilian and military.  
Consequently no definitive figure can be given.  Furthermore, an educated guess based on overall Corps 
numbers would be faulty because different divisions encountered larger or smaller concentrations of each 
civilian group based on their area of operation on the island.  We do know that large numbers of 
Chamorro and Saipanese Carolinians were captured at the beginning of campaign and the demographic 
of civilian prisoners toward the end of the campaigned was dominated by Japanese civilians.  

87
 HQNTLF, “Civil Affairs Operational Report, Marianas, Phase I (Saipan),” Box 318, RG 127; The 

total number of civilians pre-campaign was 23,516 minus 5,000 Japanese civilians who left the island in 
March 1944. 

88
 See Table 1. 
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Direct personal appeals by language personnel and POWs were used to effect 

the surrender of every civilian group on Saipan and was the most successful tool in this 

endeavor.  Moreover, it was the most important method used to persuade Japanese 

civilians to surrender, specifically.  Boardman generalized the problems inherent in the 

surrender process:  

Japanese civilians retreated with the troops.  The soldiers evidently awaited 

demonstration of the hopelessness of their cause.  In the last phase of action, 
however, the loudspeaker really proved its worth. . . . At first the process was 
slow and exhausting.  With civilians it was a matter of persuading the less timid 

to come out and then to go back for their friends and families.  As soon as these 
people saw with their own eyes what the Americans were really like.  The trickle 
of surrendering civilians swelled to a torrent movement of which occupied a large 

percentage of the transport available.89 
 
Second Division Intelligence‟s report to NTLF reflected Boardman‟s assessment, “The 

surrender of large groups of [Japanese] civilians was effected in every case by direct 

appeal and the force of example.”90   

Japanese language specialists were critical to the overall process effecting 

surrender, as well as its success on Saipan.91  Initial contact, so important in capturing 

large groups of civilians, was usually made by these interpreters.  Second Division 

Intelligence noted, “language personnel, under the direction of and in coordination with 
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 Boardman, “Surrender Propaganda,” 45. 
90

 HQ2MD, “Second Marine Division Operations Report, Phase I, Forager, Part II, Special 
Comments, Activity (C) Intelligence,” Box 323, RG 127, NACP. 

91
 Forager was not the only operation in which interpreters proved vital as intelligence and 

humanitarian tools according to Roger V. Dingman, though it was the first that “acknowledged the 
importance and contributions of the Boulder-trained combat interpreters.”  In general, notes the author, 
“Learning the language of an enemy sensitizes and in some ways sets those who claim to speak it apart 
from their civilian and military peers.”  During World War II, interpreters, argues Dingman, functioned 
more as agents to effect surrender and collection of soldiers and civilians rather than “intelligence 
gatherers.”  His article further “challenges earlier portrayals of Marine behavior in the Pacific War as 
simply inhumane.”  See Roger V. Dingman, “Language at War: U.S. Marine Corps Japanese Language 
Officers in the Pacific War,” The Journal of Military History 68 (Jul., 2004): 853-883.   
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local tactical units, persuaded one or a few civilians to come out of their hiding.”92  After 

administrating humanitarian aid to these individuals, they were usually induced by 

interpreters to persuade their peers to surrender, if necessary.  At times, “when they 

saw that no harm befell the first, [the others] often began to come out.”93  

Indeed, language personnel attached to the Second Division were so successful 

at inducing surrender that their use in this capacity was one of the chief criticisms of the 

campaign as recorded by General Watson and Second Division Intelligence.  Roger V. 

Dingman noted this discrepancy between expectations of the role of language 

personnel versus their use in combat situations in which they “functioned less as 

intelligence gatherers than as battlefield sweepers who located enemy soldiers and 

civilians [and] removed them from the scene of combat.”94  This role was counter to the 

prescribed task envisioned by American planners.  For Saipan, two “factors detracted 

from the effectiveness of their activities.”95  First, “the handling of civilians,” and second, 

“the failure of line officers to realize the functions of language personnel,” coupled with 

an acute “shortage of enlisted language personnel.”96     
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 HQ2MD, “Second Marine Division Operations Report, Phase I, Forager, Part II, Special 
Comments, Activity (C) Intelligence,” Box 323, RG 127, NACP. 

93
 Ibid; Additionally, Second Division Intelligence noted the general themes that were successfully 

used by interpreters to effect surrender.  Civilians were told that, “No harm would befall them upon 
surrender and that they would be well treated.  They would be given plenty of fresh water, food, medical 
care, shelter, etc., by us.  The water appeal is almost overpowering, due to the fact that most of the 
people had had no fresh water for days, were drinking brackish water, and suffered from acute thirst.  It is 
believed that the vast majority of civilians eventually surrendered on the above terms.  A small number of 
civilians remained to the last, however, usually in company with Japanese soldiers, either under duress 
from those soldiers, or because they shared the soldiers‟ belief that they should die rather than surrender, 
or, possibly, because their fear of us was too strong to be broken.”  See above citation for reference.  
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 The report explained that, in handling civilians, “the burden of this task,” was 

endured by “the Division language personnel.”97  In addition it occupied the bulk of their 

time.  Naturally, this was a function of their effectiveness in inducing surrender.  Though 

riflemen on the front lines knew some basic Japanese phrases, language personnel 

were often more likely to effect the surrender of civilians because of their more 

advanced knowledge of the language and general familiarity with Japanese culture.   

Line officers discovered this facet of combat on Saipan and used it to their 

advantage despite the envisioned role of language personnel by planners who 

recognized this “problem.”  A problem, in their estimation, that “arose mainly from the 

presence of a large number of civilians whom troop commanders desired to have 

surrender rather than be unwittingly killed.”98  As a result, language officers were 

“continually called upon to induce enemy groups to surrender.”99 

The chief criticism of the campaign (regarding civilians) made by NTLF, Second 

Division Intelligence, and General Watson, was the failure of corps civil affairs to do its 

job effectively and the failure of propaganda leaflets.100  The NTLF Civil Affairs report 

noted: “There was little of the civil affairs operation on Saipan, of which the Americans 

could be proud.  Censure should not be directed to any individual.  The mistakes were 
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 HQ2MD, “Second Marine Division Operations Report, Phase I, Forager, Part II, Special 
Comments, Activity (C) Intelligence,” Box 323, RG 127, NACP. 
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 Ibid. 
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 Ibid; This report was especially critical of situations in which “these attempts were made upon 

individual or very small groups of civilians (whom the troops involved could have as easily brought out 
themselves) or upon groups of armed military when the attempts were known by language personnel to 
be futile from the start, or upon groups of civilians caught in the midst of a fire fight where it was not safe 
for them to come out of hiding and where they could not be reasonably convinced that it was to come 
out.”  See above citation for reference. 
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collective, none were intentional.”101  The problem stemmed, primarily, from civil affair‟s 

role as “an advisory staff” rather than an organization equipped and purposed to aid in 

effecting surrender of civilians, providing for their care, and reestablishing their society 

once a campaign was complete.102 

Because of civil affair‟s failure to take a more active role, the bulk of this 

responsibility fell upon Second Division language personnel and combat units.  As a 

result it was not always possible to provide “humane care,” in terms of furnishing 

immediate adequate facilities, medical care, and food and water.103  As frontline units, 

the divisions did not have the extra materiel, food, water, personnel, etc., needed to 

render the care required by the large amount of civilians taken prisoner.  For example, 

water, “sometimes for a group growing to 1,000 within a few hours, are needed.”104  

Civilians who were injured or weak with thirst or hunger had to be transported to rear 

areas in some way.  This inevitably required trucks and jeeps that were required by the 

division for other tasks.  In addition, combat troops had to be used as guards for 

convoys of civilians being led to rear internment areas. 

  Thus, civil affairs units needed to be more of a presence on the front lines to 

take over these duties coupled with adequate supplies and transportation.  In addition, 

these units needed to “be attached to Divisions or Regiments, but they should in all 

cases operate in close COLLABORATION WITH LOCAL [sic] commanders to function 
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effectively.”105  Because of these failures, as well as the, possibly, hundreds of civilians 

who died in caves that were blasted or burned out by Marines, civilians suffered on 

Saipan.106     

The effect of civilians on the promulgation of the Saipan campaign by the Second 

Marine Division is clear in a speech given to the division by General W atson in early 

1945.  The extent to which its members went to capture and render aid to civilians, is 

clear in the following excerpt: 

I appreciate the feeling which you have in regard to helpless civilians.  I know 
that you instinctively want to help those who are wounded or suffering from thirst 
and hunger.  I admire you for those things.  But I want to tell you that, irrespective 

of the condition of the civilian population, we must remember that our primary 
mission is to defeat the enemy and everything else must be subordinated to that 
task. . . . I do not wish to convey the idea that where possible, and when not 

required by our own men, aid should not be given by personnel of this Division to 
civilians.  What I want you to understand is that the defeat of  the enemy is the 
number one task and nothing must interfere with that.  We must, in our advance, 

continue to collect and segregate enemy civilian personnel.  I know I can count 
on you to do your part in this just as humanely and effectively as you possibly 
can.107 

   
At the beginning of the campaign Marines failed to gain accurate knowledge of 

the civilian situation as reflected through inaccuracies present in some of the 

propaganda leaflets dropped before the invasion.  Thus materiel and time was wasted, 

American credibility suffered, and early attempts to encourage Japanese civilians‟ 
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surrender failed.  As leaflets were tailored to the particular situation on Saipan they 

yielded more results.  The last three points were all accomplished by Marines and 

allowed them to take 8,091 Japanese civilians prisoner by July 15 in spite of the fact 

that many other Japanese did not surrender and committed suicide at Marpi or 

alongside Japanese troops.108 

Clearly Marines at Saipan, and specifically for our purposes, the Second Marine 

Division, wanted to take civilian prisoners--Japanese, Korean, Chamorro, and 

Saipanese Carolinian.  Administrative guidelines were in place, preparations, though 

inadequate at times, were made and individual Marines chose to carry out these 

guidelines and save as many lives as possible.  Materiel and medical assistance was 

inadequate, especially at the beginning of the campaign, but improved as it progressed.  

Individually, Marines willingly gave out of their own rations and water stores to thirsty 

and starving civilians they captured.  Japanese anti-American propaganda, however, 

was clearly successful to some extent, most clearly demonstrated by the mass civilian 

suicides at Marpi Point.  In the final analysis Marines in the Second Division wanted to 

take civilian prisoners, including Japanese, and were successful in their efforts.       
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CHAPTER V 
 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
 

Following a short rest period on Saipan, the Second Marine Division moved on to 

its operation against neighboring Tinian on July 26.1  The division successfully 

completed its part in Operation Forager with the capture of the island on August 10.2   

The 2nd, 6th, and 10th Marines were sent back to Saipan to aid in mopping up operations 

while the Eighth Marines remained on Tinian.3  The division was not used again until 

May 1945 when it was assigned to the Third Amphibious Corps as a floating reserve for 

the invasion of Okinawa--Operation Iceberg.4  The division’s conduct against civilians 

and troops on Saipan yielded important experience for future operations.  The value of 

language personnel coupled with loudspeakers, the potential of propaganda leaflets, 

and desire of American forces on every level to take prisoners was evident on Saipan.    

In 1946, Eugene P. Boardman, one of the most important interpreters on Saipan, 

provided a blueprint for “Successful relations with the Japanese people,” based on the 

experienced gained in the Saipan operation.  It encompassed four points:  

(1) Accurate knowledge of the local situation; (2) Simple, clear direction, 
repeated until understood; (3) Demonstration in person.  The average Japanese 

values what he himself can see and hear more than what he reads.  This may be 
a byproduct of their late government’s methods of falsifying the news.  Personal 
demonstration will sometimes get results with surprising rapidity; and (4) 

Promises made carefully and kept to the letter.5 
 

                                              
1
 Gordon L. Rottman, U.S. Marine Corps World War II Order of Battle: Ground and Air Units in the 

Pacific War, 1939-1945 (London: Greenwood Press, 2002), 132. 
2
 Ibid. 

3
 Ibid. 

4
 Ibid. 

5
 Eugene P. Boardman, “Surrender Propaganda,” The Marine Corps Gazette 30, no. 1 (Jan., 

1946): 46. 
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Not only was this list a blueprint for the future, but a reflection of the success and failure 

of NTLF, including the Second Division, at Saipan.  

This success is born out further through the records and witnesses of the Fourth 

Marine Division and Twenty-Seventh Infantry Division.  A study that encompasses the 

shared experience of all three divisions would, perhaps, further yield evidence that 

challenges the exterminationist view of the Pacific War.  The experience of Marines on 

Tinian is yet another campaign that warrants study in the context of arguments offered 

by the Dower School.  Generalizations such as those presented by the Dower school 

are especially dangerous to our view of history; therefore, it is imperative that historians 

present a fair picture of events that took place in World War II.      

Certainly Marines committed atrocities on Saipan.  In the case of Japanese 

soldiers, there is obviously good reason to believe that many Marines did want to 

exterminate them.  I have provided just a few examples of this and Craig Cameron and 

others have many more to offer from other campaigns; however, provided that 

Japanese troops indicated that they would surrender, it is reasonable to assume that 

Marines would be willing to take them prisoner if battlefield circumstances allowed it.   

Hundreds of civilians died in the caves, on the beaches, and in the jungles of 

Saipan.  For Marines in the Second Division, however, it is reasonable to generalize 

that Americans did not want to kill civilians whether Japanese, Korean, Chamorro, or 

Saipanese Carolinian.  The fact that it happened is a practical result, unfortunate as it 

may be, of civilians caught between belligerents on an island battlefield in a total war.  It 

is also clear, nevertheless, that Fifth Amphibious Corps was not prepared to 
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accommodate the thousands of civilians that became prisoners during the campaign.  

Consequently, civilians suffered and died under Marines ’ care.      

Trends in Japanese behavior, which were evident in campaigns such as 

Guadalcanal, Tarawa, Kwajalein, and others, were problems that plagued Marines on 

Saipan.  Japanese propaganda that demonized Americans was considered fact by most 

Japanese and even Chamorro and Korean civilians.  Japanese troops proved to be as 

tenacious in their defense of Saipan as they were in their world view.  Still, ordinary 

Marines in conjunction with language personnel and cooperative POWs were able, at 

times, to overcome these obstacles.  Sometimes these efforts met with failure whi le in 

others they were successful.  What is important to note is that there were genuine 

efforts made to take prisoners.   

The issue of racism and its affect on the conduct of troops in war is an issue that 

cannot be explained in simple terms.  Sweeping generalizations that are made by 

subscribers to the Dower School undercut the humanitarian efforts of Marines and 

soldiers who conducted themselves in a compassionate manner during battle.  On a 

practical level, racist exterminationist generalizations cannot be proven with empirical 

data.  Likewise, there is no empirical evidence that supports a generalization which 

states that American troops conducted themselves according to humanitarian 

standards, as expressed in the Geneva Convention and other treaties, in the Pacific 

War.  That is not my goal.  The goal of this work is to present evidence that revises the 

discussion of the racism issue to question the practical influence of racism upon the 

conduct of American troops in the Pacific War in a more careful manner.      
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APPENDIX: JAPANESE TEXT USED IN PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS DISPERSED BY 
AMERICAN FORCES DURING THE INVASION OF SAIPAN.1 

 
Japanese Text No. 1 
 

All of you have fought bravely and well, but you have no water in your canteens and all 
of your water supply has been destroyed.  How long do you think you can live on sugar 
cane and sweet potatoes?  Our artillery will increase intensity and you will not have the 

opportunity to obtain that meager foodstuff. 
 
The Japanese navy and Japanese air corps have forsaken you. 

 
It is a useless death to die of thirst and hunger.  No Japanese soldier would choose 
such a dog’s death. 

 
Your companions already in our rear areas are well fed and have plenty of water.  
 

Use your common sense and save your lives! 
 
If you’re dead there are no buds or flowers! 

 
Japanese Text No. 2 
 

THE COMBINED FLEET WHICH THE JAPANESE FORCES HAVE BEEN WAITING 
FOR HAS BEEN HIT BY THE AMERICAN NAVY AND WILL NOT COME TO YOUR 

RESCUE 

 
On the 19th, half the Japanese carriers, heavy cruisers, and nearly 1000 excellent 
carrier-based planes were lost.  The American Navy has complete sea and air 

superiority.  As you can see, our transport fleet remains off SAIPAN. 
 
You have fought bravely as soldiers for your country.  You have done all that duty can 

ask of you.  But the Combined Fleet has not come and you have been isolated.  Your 
food and ammunition are wanting, and your comrades daily decrease.  Already these 
comrades are few.  Naval gunfire and artillery fire are becoming more and more fierce.  

And the days of the defenders of SAIPAN are numbered.  The fall of the important base 
of SAIPAN signifies the end of JAPAN.  No matter how you fight you have no hope of 
winning.  Are you going to throw your life away uselessly?  If you covet peace come 

over to the American lines and you will be guaranteed safe-keeping. 
 
Come over in daytime without weapons, singly, and with your hands up. 

 

                                                   
1 Headquarters, Northern Troops and Landing Force, “G-2 Periodic Report, Appendix N,” Box 

316, RG 127, National Archives and Records Administration, College Park, MD; All three documents are 
quoted verbatim. 
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THE COMMANDING GENERAL, 
ALL UNITED STATES FORCES SAIPAN ISLAND. 

 
Japanese Text No. 3 
 

Lt.Gen. SAITO: 
 
THIS IS THE LAST CHANCE TO SAVE THE LIVES OF NON-COMBATANTS ON 

SAIPAN ISLAND. 
 
If the Japanese troops want to sacrifice their lives uselessly, that is their affair, but the 

American forces do not want to kill non-combatants.  If the Japanese military authorities 
are human beings they will allow the innocent civilians to come over to the American 
lines and save their lives.  This is the last chance. 

 
This is what to do: all non-combatants, whether Japanese, Korean or natives, will come 
down the BANADERU ROAD on the NE coast of SAIPAN toward TANAPAG, at 9 

o’clock, Friday, 7 July.  They will come unarmed and carrying white flags held high.  If 
they do this, the American forces will receive them and save their lives.  Americans do 
not want to kill non-combatants.  7000 civilians of SAIPAN are already safe in American 

hands.  As human beings let us save the lives of the innocent. 
 
Civilians can come to the American lines individually before the above specified times, 

but Friday, 7 July, at 9 o’clock in the morning is the last chance! 
 
Tell everybody the time and place, BANADERU ROAD, at 9 o’clock Friday morning. 

 
COMMANDER OF ALL AMERICAN FORCES ON SAIPAN ISLAND.  
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